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Summary  

Gustaf Alleng reconstructs flutes which are based on two models that exist in the archaeological 

record. He has sold these flutes in considerable quantities during the last ten years as well as giving 

workshops in which members of the public can make their own flutes.  One of the artefacts he uses 

as a model is a whistle-like instrument and it is quite probable that he is the only individual to have 

replicated it.  He has theories about what it was used for and he was part of the archaeology team 

which excavated it from a grave in Sweden.   

When public archaeology is looking for new ways to engage the public, focusing on reaching out to 

target groups, could it be missing genuine and interesting work, as in the case of Alleng, that is taking 

place and being effective at a grass roots level?  Most specifically, my study considers experimental 

archaeology and music archaeology with respect to this type of music-related reconstruction to see if 

they too are missing this genuine and interesting work.  Does either music archaeology or 

experimental archaeology support Alleng’s work and is his work representative of any specific 

theoretical paradigms?  In order to find this out I looked for paradigms in experimental and music 

archaeology and discovered the contextual experiment where there is to be found an academic 

interest in how experience counts as part of the notion of experiment in archaeology. 

In order to put my study into some sort of framework I searched for others like Alleng who 

reconstruct flutes and arranged qualitative interviews with them about the meaning and practice 

(praxis) of their work.  Holding on to the aspects of the role of experience, I set out to find a 

theoretical framework in which to nest this and other intangible aspects relating to the senses and 

music. The concept of tacit knowing emerged as an independent theoretical standpoint that 

developed during the course of my work which was simultaneously influenced by Tim Ingold’s ‘Lines’.  

Combining the way in which we learn by understanding others’ experiences through gesture and 

what experience can offer as data, my work examines these ideas in relation to wanting to find out 

more about these flute-making people, and how their work is related to the canon of archaeology to 

which one might expect that it belongs.  Besides this I try to understand if their work could be 

considered a tradition or continuum and how the past, present and future are interrelated through 

their work.   

What I found was that the praxis is complex and far reaching and stretches into various ontologies 

through philosophy, religion, emotionalism, intellectualism, symbolism, music, tradition, imagination, 

experience, sensation and identity.  I found out that what we can learn from them facilitates a 

function which allows us to imagine the past through music where the unique meeting of musicology 

and archaeology nestled within a social anthropological sphere produces a dimension of time-travel, 

if we are willing to accept the role of the flute-maker as teacher.  In order to broaden the argument I 

finally consider archaeology as an art which reveals parallels between music and archaeology.  

Paradigms in archaeologies in 2013 do not effectively support the flute-making work despite 

contextual experimentation showing welcoming promise for future change. 

Front cover illustration by Annika Svensson, November 2012.  The picture is of stereotypical old-school scientists 

investigating a flute artefact in a laboratory.  It shows that the controlled experiment in the face of positivism could be 

considered rather bizarre where musical instruments are concerned.   



 
 

 

Abstract  

This study elevates the importance of experience, the senses and tacit knowledge in relation to 

archaeology with a focus on music. With this I take up a thread drawing on theoretical aspects of 

Polanyi’s ‘Tacit Dimension’ and ‘Ingold’s Lines’.  I review paradigms in experimental archaeology and 

music archaeology, and the subject of reconstruction in both.  My case study is of four individuals, 

whose reconstruction models are connected to artefacts perceived as flutes in the archaeological 

record and/or notions of prehistoric flutes.  Combining the way in which we learn by understanding 

others’ experiences through gesture and experience as data, my work examines these ideas in 

relation to wanting to find out about these flute-making people, and how their work is related to the 

canon of archaeology to which one might expect that it belongs, and if we can call this a tradition.  

What I found was that the praxis is complex and far reaching and stretches into various ontologies 

through philosophy, religion, emotionalism, intellectualism, symbolism, music, tradition, imagination, 

experience, sensation and identity, where interrelations of the past, present and future are very 

evident.  I finally consider archaeology as an art which reveals parallels between archaeology itself 

and music.  Paradigms in archaeologies in 2013 do not effectively support this praxis of flute making 

despite contextual experimentation showing welcoming promise for future change. 

 

Key words:  Experimental archaeology, music archaeology, flute, reconstruction, experience, senses, 

tacit knowledge, lines, re-enactment, time travel, praxis. 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

Preface  

At a recent archaeological excavation that I was involved with at the Mesolithic site of Tingby outside 

Kalmar in Sweden, I suggested music and poetry as a device to entertain, mediate and educate 

visitors about the different aspects of our work and experience, for a visit of VIPs the team was to 

receive one sunny afternoon.  This was greeted with certain scepticism and after my contribution - 

which judging from appearances, everyone said was a success - I was told that art in archaeology was 

ok “as long as it didn’t take over”.  This led me to ask out loud “Does science own the past then?” and 

I concluded in retaliation that “Art is not a part of it, it is the heart of it”.  

I would like to start by thanking fellow archaeology students Liza Fransson Rodriguez, Pernilla 

Hembjer and Emelie Bernhard for interesting discussions during the last one and a half years of our 

undergraduate archaeology course and for help with the Swedish language.  I also thank the 

archaeology staff at Linnaeus University and the archaeology team at Kalmar County Museum for all 

their interesting and relevant tuition during the period I have studied there.  With their help, I have 

taken the path into archaeology and delighted at what they have given me, which has lead ultimately 

to this study. 

For photographs, I am greatly indebted to Marianne Talma, Tim Ingold,  Jörg Hauser and Brigitta 

Hauser- Schäublin, and also Anna S. Beck for her contextual experiment diagram.  I am also grateful 

to Cornelius Holtorf for agreeing to read my final draft before submission and giving me his opinion, 

which contributed to the result of this essay. Those whom I wish to thank especially are Susan Beatty 

for her help with editing and proofing and to Annika Svensson for both her truly fantastic front cover 

illustration and for her invaluable help in the creation of the time-travel steering-wheel model and 

amazing illustration of this.  For unequalled support and ideas, I am greatly indebted to Bodil 

Petersson, my supervisor, who has given me every encouragement and thought-provoking guidance, 

making the process of this study stimulating, enjoyable and rewarding.  I am also extremely grateful 

to the informants, Gustaf Alleng, Erik Sampson and Wulf Hein to whom this study is dedicated.  My 

husband Adrian Gill and young son Sam, I also thank, for their patience and support. 
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Part I: Flutes, Pots, Boats and Buttons 

 

Introduction 

The example of the earliest musical instrument in the archaeological 

record1 is a length of bird bone with (finger) holes in it and some 

working, around what is considered to be the proximal end, 

indicating that the wing bone was blown to produce sound. It has 

been called a flute.  Archaeologies that are especially bound to this 

artefact and its legacy are music archaeology and experimental 

archaeology where interesting and valuable work has taken and is 

taking place.  Music archaeology, where organology2 has 

traditionally been a central tenet, may claim to have the strongest 

interests in this area of enquiry.  Those interested in reconstructions 

of this instrument and others like it are not only limited to these two 

archaeologies as this essay will endeavour to show.  These ‘other’ 

flute makers are actually significant and this essay will aim to bring 

their valuable work into focus.  Who are they, where are they, what 

are they, and why do they do it and when?  This essay will try to find 

out. 

Archaeological theory during the past few decades has undergone 

significant changes.  How far these changes have impacted music 

and experimental archaeologies and how these two subfields define 

themselves alongside current archaeological thought is challenging 

to understand.  As an academic musician and student archaeologist, 

I frequently encounter anomalies regarding this. My studies of 

current archaeological theory have helped to mould my own 

particular and developing perspectives which decry positivistic and 

empirical ideologies as the only and absolute means to think about 

archaeology.  As my musical nature is more akin to art processes, 

archaeological paradigms that support experience, the senses and 

storytelling for example, become more important.  Also the 

traditional expectation in archaeology to be scientific, which I refer 

to as scientism, is, I perceive, an obstacle to progress in 

archaeological research.  This is because historically, it has rejected 

other schools of thought which I regard as being highly relevant and 

that this trend still makes up part of current thinking in the field. 

                                                           
1
 The artefact is known as HF1.  See Conard, Malina & Munzel, 2009. 

2
 Organology is the science of musical instruments and their classification. 
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Particularly, within the realms of experimental archaeology, 

experiential, existential, analogous and anachronistic aspects of 

research, for example, are often not regarded as being tangible 

enough for the rigorous scientific experiment that is frequently 

demanded by archaeologists.  Bodil Petersson alludes to this and 

also maintains that "experimental archaeology has always been at 

the intersection between scientific knowledge and the ideals of a 

more humanistic research tradition," (Petersson, 2011, pg. 11).  This 

situation resonates with similar challenges facing music 

archaeology, but to what extent is unclear.  This essay will try to find 

out more about this.  

Music archaeology also happens to be a subfield of musicology, 

which is one of the more prominent themes in Tim Ingold’s 2010 

thesis, ‘Lines’.  The nature of creating lines, which Ingold describes 

as threads and traces, testifies to our human existence; as humans 

we naturally weave lines and create surfaces, and things happen at 

the interface between them.  Ingold’s ‘Lines’ can be seen as 

explaining and giving evidence of humanity’s existence, and as an 

analogy for continuation and tradition, the way, and how, we 

humans pick up the threads of the past and keep working them 

through (and also the way, in the postmodern world, that we don’t).  

The picking up of a musical instrument model from the past, 

reconstructing and playing it, could be regarded as part of the 

weave, so could the simple concept of flute making as a human 

tradition.  It is specifically with Ingold’s perspective in ‘Lines’ that it 

is possible to latch on to a theoretical concept that may help to 

liberate challenges that both music and experimental archaeologies 

within archaeology face, both about flutes and at a more pertinent 

level, music.   

There are many flute makers and players involved on many levels in 

various activities that I consider an invaluable and vital resource to 

the field of archaeology, both those who work in music and 

experimental archaeologies and those who have never even heard 

of the names of these subjects.  Those on the outside of academia 

may go unnoticed and those within academia who are interested in 

exploring experiential, sensory and other seemingly invisible aspects 

of past lives that archaeology seeks to explain, are often confronted 

with scientific ideals which reject their thinking.  That leaves a huge 

number of significant people and relevant activity quite disregarded, 

I suggest.  This body of energy, or to use an analogy, this car engine, 

might be currently left idling in archeology’s car park.  The initiative 

for this study is borne out of wanting to find out more about these 

flute-making people, and how this is related to the canon of 

archaeology to which one might expect that it belongs.  I have 
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already mentioned experimental and music archaeologies, I regard 

as being involved in the situation too.  From the perspective of using 

theoretical concepts from Ingold’s ‘Lines’, and to a further extent, 

evaluating current paradigms in experimental archaeology, that, 

with a focus on tacit knowledge (see page 4 & 16), I wish to explore 

‘Flute Lines’.  

 

Background  

A brand new flute made from animal bone, based on a model 

someone has created, requires raw material just like a brand new 

flute made of silver, gold or even platinum based on Boehm’s3 

model.  From the deep historical world of the Stone Age bone-flute 

maker, procurement of bone material I imagine would have been a 

great deal easier, certainly more common for him/her than might be 

considered today.  Where does one acquire a vulture’s wing radius 

to make a bone-flute from these days for example?  Procurement of 

material has taken me into the world of a number of fantastic 

individuals who make flutes using models they have designed based 

on perceptions of prehistoric flutes or actual archaeological 

artefacts.  Through my current involvement in investigating Upper 

Palaeolithic flutes, I have also encountered flute makers, in the U.S., 

Germany, Sweden, The Netherlands, Slovenia and Great Britain and 

there must be more!  This brings me to wonder about the multiple 

aspects of practice and meaning at the heart of flute makers’ work 

and how this connects, impacts and affects archaeology.   

My personal involvement with making flutes puts me in a peculiar 

position to investigate these aspects of flute making practices and 

meanings from a subjective and emic perspective.  The fact that I 

already am keen to establish an emic interest in flute making creates 

a personal desire to identify a tradition of making flutes between 

those who made flutes in the past and those who make them now.  

Those of us who come to academic archaeology with previous 

backgrounds in other disciplines, professions and crafts naturally 

bring our perspectives with us.  A background in statistical analysis 

or GIS for example, can clearly and directly benefit the field.  

However I argue that those of us who maintain that we have 

meaningful life experiences in those specific areas that we might 

find ourselves directly studying within an archaeological framework, 

can offer an astute and personal insight that directly underpins 

                                                           
3
 Boehm invented the mechanized system that revolutionized the way that 

flutes were made in the early 1900s. 
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ontological understanding, most specifically those of us in areas like 

arts, handicrafts, and music.  With this I refer to individuals like 

Katarina Botwid and Jörn Bohlmann who both came to academic 

archaeology with life experience skills, as a potter and a boat builder 

respectively.  Botwid writes that it was at first the interest in how 

folk in the past fired the clay that got her attention but that “quickly 

I understood that it was more importantly about what and how my 

prehistoric colleagues reasoned and thought” (my translation), (link 

1).  In Bohlmann’s thesis we hear accordingly that “in the 

reconstruction of naval archaeological findings - boat-wrecks – the 

knowledge of traditional craftsmanship in boatbuilding is a 

necessity…. Even today Norwegian boatbuilding often is described as 

an unbroken tradition since Viking Age…. Mastery of skills in 

traditional crafts and its implicit knowledge should also be regarded 

as a part of our intangible heritage” (Bohlmann, 2011, abstract).  

This type of knowledge, that Botwid and Bohlmann allude to, could 

be regarded as tacit knowledge or tacit knowing, which was a 

concept introduced into philosophy by Michael Polanyi.  Tacit 

knowledge works from the premise that there is a vast bank of 

information that we humans possess and share, which cannot be 

effectively written or explained in words; that “we can know more 

than we can tell” (Polanyi, 1966, pg. 4), and Bengt Molander is 

another soul interested in the significance of quiet or practical 

knowledge4.  Polanyi says that this is to do with something he refers 

to as indwelling: “tacit knowledge dwells in our awareness of 

particulars while nearing on an entity which the particulars jointly 

constitute.  In order to share this indwelling, the pupil must presume 

that a teaching which appears meaningless to start with has in fact 

a meaning which can be discovered by hitting on the same kind of 

indwelling  as the teacher is practicing.  Such an effort is based on 

accepting the teacher’s authority”, (Polanyi, 1966, pg. 61).  I think 

this is particularly useful to bear in mind when we consider how 

traditional skills, including musical skills which are as old as music, I 

assert, are to be found in the tacit knowledge of those men and 

women who know about them in the present and can teach us 

about them.  How flexible can paradigms in music, experimental, 

and general archaeologies be seen to be supportive of this? 

 

 

                                                           
4
 See ‘Kunskap i Handling’ [Knowledge in Practice], (Molander, 1996).   See 

also link 2. 
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The flute enquiry 

Researching the actual music that was played in the past is a difficult 

challenge and I do accept that we can never really prove precisely 

how music was performed, because examples of individual 

performances for analysis, as absolute documentation, are lost 

forever.  This sentiment is echoed by Lowenthal who agrees that 

“unlike its immortal ideas, the sound of music flows by and vanishes 

into the past”, and who goes on to rule out the possibility of 

authenticity in music in the performance of musical works 

(Lowenthal, 2006, pg.11).  However just because we can’t access 

musical authenticity does not mean that we shouldn’t strive for 

appreciation and understanding of music of the past.  What 

Lowenthal does fail to acknowledge is that a musical score is in 

actual fact, an absolute frame of authenticity, like a rock carving.  

Here too, Ingold makes reference to the fact that original music 

manuscript was conceived without any other objective than to give 

performing musicians something to navigate with during 

performance.  Even if it is regarded as a modern construct, a musical 

score is also nevertheless visual text and utterly authentic, period.  If 

it is because of a lack of ability that we humans generally aren’t able 

to understand a musical score as visual text, and/or a priori, then 

someone should remind pedagogy about this along with 

ramifications of the demise of cursive writing and other complaints.   

In this essay, I am focused on flute makers, but I wish to regard 

those flute makers who have a particular connection to the simple 

bone and wooden flutes that have existed in Europe since the dawn 

of time and up until relatively recently, as a special case.  To 

endeavour to control the type of artefact flutes, it may be possible 

to witness a variation of different interpretations based on a 

typology that hasn’t changed much. These interpretations might be 

interesting to compare.    

Musicologists seek to understand and explain musical phenomena 

and this information is a vast pool of knowledge that music 

archaeology can be seen to be nurturing but within the subfield 

itself and not especially in archaeology.  On the other hand, how far 

is general archaeological theory seen to be making its presence 

known in music archaeology?  Are there ways to unify musicology 

and archaeology theories where the two are complementary?  

Reconstruction of musical instruments might actually be the 

medium to do this with most effectively and why music archeology’s 

preoccupation with organology and acoustics becomes, in this case, 

self-evident.  Within experimental archaeology, paradigms that are 
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concerned with intangibility like experience and the senses (which 

are surely to be an intrinsic part of any organological practice 

regarding prehistoric musical instruments) are starting to win 

ground, in the face of the scientific positivism that has historically 

rejected them.   

My objective, in this study, is to investigate flute makers described 

above, in order to ask them about the practice and meaning of their 

work, and also how their experiences are involved with these 

processes.  I wish to find out whether paradigms in music 

archaeology and experimental archaeology can be seen to be 

supportive of this work or whether, as I suspect, this is something 

that is not seen to be a relevant part of an academic archaeology.  I 

will take examples of simple bone and wood flutes that we have 

recorded in Europe. The sample of flute makers who use these 

examples as a point of departure for making their flutes will form 

the basis of my case study.  My questions will be, 

 What is the practice and meaning (praxis) of flute making? 

 Does this praxis fall within the scope of current academic 

archaeologies, with a focus on archaeological paradigms 

related to music and experiment? 

 Are these paradigms supportive of this praxis and if not, 

what reasoning can be found for this? 

 

To set formally the parameters for researching this objective and 

the questions that I pose which I will discuss in full later, I will 

impose three limits on the perceived flute artefacts themselves from 

which models have been/are designed in reconstruction.  Firstly, all 

finds must be from Europe; secondly, the material form of all finds 

must be bone or wood; and thirdly, there will be no imposition of a 

time frame on the artefacts although it is worth pointing out that 

the time-frame of European bone flute artifacts that constitute the 

archaeological record, range from the first known finds dated to the 

upper Palaeolithic, through to mediaeval times and beyond.  I 

impose no geographical limit on those who make the 

reconstructions or the type of reconstructions that they make. 

Those who reconstruct flutes must be human! 

 

Music archaeology 

Flute making as a human tradition in music is part of our intangible 

heritage.  As archaeologists, if we look upon tradition as a human 
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phenomenon that is available for archaeology to use as a tool to 

understand, explain or interpret the past, how do we use it?  To 

begin with, master potters, boat builders and flute makers have 

something invaluable to give us in that they possess living practical 

knowledge and personal experience.  Experience and the senses are 

intangible which is why, as data, they come into confrontation with 

positivistic ideals in archaeology but this angle must be properly 

explored in music archaeology and as music being as it is, this idea 

may have a central role to play.   

Bohlmann asserts that “traditional craftsmanship as part of our 

intangible heritage” can be understood as “culture where human 

perception in a much higher degree than today depended on the use 

of haptics, hearing, smelling, a sure eye and the sense of taste”, 

(Bohlmann, 2011, abstract).  Sense experiences of nowadays’ 

traditional craftsmen and women are real and I am reminded of 

having to chew reindeer sinew to produce a long string of sticky 

thread to weave round my mammoth ivory flute to hold it together.  

However, where flute making is concerned, it becomes more 

difficult to research the actual music that was, because music that is, 

as musical information, is seemingly hard to quantify in the present 

and yet as a priori, the messages it withholds, certainly exist.  As 

musicologists, we think we can understand and explain musical 

phenomena.  The problems start by how we measure this as 

information in relation to how this becomes translated into a format 

that archaeologists understand.  Can music archaeology, where 

musicology and archaeology meet, lead the way in helping us 

unravel this?  I will now highlight some of the difficulties that music 

archaeology is faced with before looking towards experimental 

archaeology.    

Pioneer music archaeologist, Cajsa Lund reminds us that musicology 

“has seldom met with any serious understanding on the part of us 

‘general’ archaeologists”, (Johansson cited by Lund 1998, pg. 21) 

and I identified “a lack of collaboration to be the reason why there 

are divisions in music archaeology which marginalizes the subject.  

These divisions are not necessarily natural dichotomies; rather they 

are borne out of a lack of qualified background manifest in the 

different niche areas, about the other niche areas that complete the 

subject” (Gill, 2012, pg. 12).  Careful and thorough research has and 

is being undertaken in music archaeology including inroads in 

various epistemological frameworks5 however Viktoria Munck af 

Rosenschöld, reminds us that in music archaeology “according to 

Lund, many important individual contributions have been made, but 

                                                           
5
 See d'Errico, F. & Lawson, G., 2006. 
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they have not been gathered in one and the same research 

tradition” (Lund cited by Munck af Rosenschöld, 2007-8, pg. 57).  

The International Study Group on Music Archaeology (ISGMA)6 has 

been responsible for the bringing together and publishing volumes 

of music archaeology conference papers, to which this “not been 

gathered in the same research tradition” alludes.  At the 8th 

conference of ISGMA last year in China, one of four points discussed 

related to music archaeology theory.  With regard to theory in music 

archeology, there is no handbook of theory or Bruce Trigger7 

equivalent.  In context of this study I can only base my own 

theoretical thinking on the archaeological theoretical perspectives 

that I have read which are entirely from within formal 

archaeological undergraduate study.  There aren’t paradigms and 

theories established in music archaeology and a full study of all 

music archaeology literature in order to review trends is not within 

the scope of this essay.  This in turn has provoked me instead to 

explore my own music archaeological theory, which I have done by 

initially borrowing ideas from Ingold’s ‘Lines’, which brings 

musicology in direct contact with this social anthropologist’s 

particular and provocative thinking.  ‘Lines’, Polanyi’s ‘Tacit 

dimension’ and new theory in archaeological contextual 

experimentation, is constructed as a theoretical framework, here 

under the heading, Cobblestones, contextual experimentation and 

the time-travel steering-wheel. 

 

Experimental archaeology 

The reconstruction of a flute 

from a prehistoric model can be 

viewed as an experiment 

especially as artefacts from 

which flute models are based are often 

incomplete.  Paradigms in experimental 

archaeology are more established than 

in music archaeology but a theoretical 

framework is not entirely developed. 

Petersson points out that 

                                                           
6
 Volumes of conference papers were first published in conjunction with a 

working group in music archaeology, within the International Council for 
Traditional Music (ICTM). This group developed in its own right as the 
International Study Group on Music Archaeology (ISGMA), Hickmann & 
Eichmann (series editors), 2000 - 2012.   
7
See Trigger, B., 1989 for a history about theory in archaeology. 

   

Figure 1: Marianne Talma's mould and 
crucible organizer/dryer. Photograph: 
Marianne Talma.  Reproduced by the 
permission of Marianne Talma. 
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“experimental archaeology had lived its own life in relation to the 

ongoing theoretical debate about archaeological theory in general” 

(Petersson, 2011, pg. 9).  However, Anna S. Beck’s paper ‘Working in 

the Borderland of Experimental Archaeology’ puts forward a new 

theory which resonates strongly with the aims of this study.  One of 

the most welcoming signs is “that the search for questions is more 

important than getting answers” (Beck, 2011, pg. 180), in contrast 

to traditional hypothetical-deductive methods that have historically 

hallmarked experiments in the field.  Experimental archaeology 

provides a good ally for this study, not only because of these 

emerging paradigms in the same thinking, but because experimental 

archaeology is firmly entrenched within just archaeology, whereas, 

music archaeology is found suspended between archaeology and 

musicology, where there are various challenges to face.  By further 

comparison, reconstructing and replicating flutes from prehistory 

has always had a firm seat in experimental archaeology which, by 

and large, I sense is more wholly accepted by the wider 

archaeological community.   

Reconstruction is a central tenet of experimental archaeology and 

must be considered as an entity in any discussion about the 

reconstruction of flutes from the archaeological record.  Bodil 

Petersson, in her thesis ‘Föreställningar om det förflutna’ 

(‘Perceptions of the Past’) affirms that “reconstruction today 

encompasses a broad spectrum of activities, ranging from research, 

educational activities, mediation and re-enactment.  Who chooses to 

reconstruct, how and why they do it, is not clear.  A basis to discuss 

how different forms of reconstruction are practiced and perceived is 

required” (my translation), (Petersson, 2003, pg. 13). Through her 

tremendous experience and knowledge about reconstruction 

practices in Scandinavia, Bodil Petersson has also introduced me to 

the work at Lofotr museum in Norway, situated on the original 

archaeological site of “the largest house in the Viking world” (link 3).  

Marianne Talma, from the University of Leiden as part of her 

internship, brought to her experiments at Lofotr, an interest in, and 

experience of, metallurgy.  One of her experiments involved 

reconstructing a button from Norway’s oldest preserved costume.  

The description of her experimental work in her internship report ‘A 

chieftain’s Residence in Northern Norway’8 which she supports with 

photographic images, is something that immediately locks the 

reader because she conveys the experience of her experiments as 

part of her work.  This is important as powerful mediation.  Another 

positive consequence is the process her various experiences reveal; 

in one instance, an anachronistic image emerges, of an egg box to 
                                                           
8
 See Talma, 2011. 
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hold her organized and drying crucibles and moulds, (Figure 1).  This 

is a powerful emblem for the very essence of the non-authentic as a 

means to transport, by means of contrast, what would have 

abductively been the original-authentic moment of the past, 

captured in the ‘present’ of her photograph.  Talma also makes 

reference to how, during her experiments, she involved the public in 

her work by inviting visitors to try their hands at whatever she was 

doing.  They didn’t go away empty handed, being grateful to receive, 

as a souvenir, a fibula that they had made with her (Talma, 2011, pg. 

67).  This brings public archaeology into focus and transports us to 

the ‘Land of Legends’, the Lejre Historical-Archaeological 

Experimental Centre, Denmark.   

This open air museum, established in 1964 (making it 50 years old), 

is a living Iron-Age housing estate, with full size replica houses, 

based on models dated from between 100 BC to 100 AD.  Its aim has 

been to integrate the media, the public, education, academia, within 

an ‘experimental archaeology’ framework.  This ethos has not 

always run smoothly, with differences in opinion about involving the 

public in experiments. This is interesting because in context of this 

study, those making flute reconstructions could be members of the 

public.  Their work could be feeding archaeological knowledge but 

may be rejected as not being academic or scientific enough.  From a 

public archaeology perspective of the public reaching into 

archaeology and not being embraced (as it is conventionally 

regarded that archaeology reaches out to the public and not the 

other way round, which I regard as huge oversight!), this is a 

disaster if it should prove to be the case.    

Besides Lofotr and Lejre, there are other foundations in Scandinavia, 

worthy of note in this context, like the ‘Hantverkslaboratoriet’: 

Nationellt Centrum för Kulturmiljöns Hantverk, [National Centre for 

Crafts in Conservation] (see link 4), in Sweden, situated at 

Gothenburg University where they believe strongly in the 

importance of practice in reconstruction.  Another example is 

‘Institutet för Forntida Teknik’ [Institute for ancient techniques] (see 

link 5), where all types of prehistoric activities are practiced.  A 

pioneer in this context was the late Tomas Johansson, where his 

initiative led to courses in prehistoric techniques at Bäckedal High 

School (see link 6).  All of these craft centres and open air museums 

are encouraging examples of valuable work centred round 

reconstruction and experience, in Denmark, Norway and Sweden 

respectively, where traditional craft skills and experience are part of 

the integrated approach.  This type of paradigm in experimental 

archaeology is one in which Scandinavia can be seen to be leading 

the way, but I sense that there are those who want still to uphold 
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strictly the traditional paradigms in experimental archaeological 

research at the exclusion of everything else, even perhaps in 

Scandinavia, but things are changing.   

Supporters of the records of senses and experience, as legitimate 

material data are many.  Susanna Harris, in her experiments about 

different types of cloth material, focuses on “the noise, texture and 

smell of cloth types” and suggests that “these may be significant 

aspects of the way people interact with this range of material 

culture" (Harris, 2008 pg. 100).  Another supporter is Marianne 

Rasmussen who gives an intrinsic insight into current experiments in 

the Land of Legends in Lejre, with her paper ‘Under the Same Roof’.  

She maintains that the media, the public and education all 

effectively collaborate in creating new questions through 

experiments involving experience.  She describes it, and sites like it, 

as contributing to “the maintenance of a public interest in the past if 

they stick to their very special position operating at the intersection 

between research and interpretation, and adds that “public interest 

and engagement in archaeology is a precondition for the financing 

of the less visible but very important academic research,” 

(Rasmussen, 2011, pg. 165).  She describes types of experiments in 

the building of Iron Age houses and furthermore, the use and 

function of these houses for families who come and live there 

during the summer.  She, like Anna Beck, discusses the concept 

between the controlled experiment and the newly emerging 

contextual experiment, and the effective idea, of merging both the 

old paradigm and the new one together as an effective means of 

experimentation.  She also points out that in the beginning; there 

was little interest from the academic field of archaeology in the Land 

of Legends at Lejre, despite there being serious academic interest 

from other disciplines.  Why were archaeologists late in embracing 

this?  One wonders if there are still significant disagreements with 

regard to the appreciation of contextual experimentation and how 

far-reaching the opposition or rejection is still felt. This is relevant 

because it highlights problems associated with public individuals and 

bodies becoming involved with archaeological experiments, and I 

wonder again how the flute makers may be viewed from these 

varying perspectives.  

We might regard experiment families spending their summer 

holidays at Lejre, as a way of life for them, as we are told that many 

families choose to come back.  A study which entirely focuses on 

past traditions as lifestyle choices is Petersson’s ‘Travels to identity: 

Viking rune carvers today’.  Here we discover that “the act of carving 

and erecting rune stones today is a form of travel to identity” 

(Petersson, 2009, abstract).   
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Reconstruction: in archaeology; - and in music 

It is useful to consider Bodil Petersson’s “Föreställningar om det 

förflutna” [”Perceptions of the Past”], (2003), as previous research, 

as it is a discussion of “full-scale historical reconstruction in 

Denmark, Norway and Sweden”, (abstract).  By comparison we have 

an essay which focuses on reconstruction and experimentation in 

music by Catherine Homo-Lechner, (1998).  A short review of both is 

intended in this essay to give extra substance to the background and 

previous research by means of comparison in order to strengthen 

knowledge about specifically reconstruction in both experimental 

and music archaeologies.    

In the Petersson study she looks at politics, knowledge and 

adventure, where she focuses upon the “imaginations of the past as 

they are mediated through reconstruction” (pg. 383).  Three 

concepts she uses are, reconstruction, experiment and re-

enactment, which she classifies as follows: - “Experimentation is an 

aspect of reconstruction, usually seen as connected with research.  

Re-enactment, on the other hand, is generally seen as connected 

with popularization.  Reconstruction is not to be understood literally.  

Reconstruction is a creative interpretation emanating from the 

values of the present day”, (pg. 384).  

Petersson goes on to explain that historically in Scandinavia, 

reconstructions in the 17th and 18th centuries were arranged by the 

nobility, but re-enactments also took place in conjunction with regal 

celebrations, (pg. 385).  Towards the end of this period, the 

reconstructed Gokstad ship, called The Viking, which sailed from 

Norway to the World’s Fair in America in 1893, and the open-air 

museum Skansen in Stockholm 1891, exemplified the public interest 

at the time, in “the primitiveness and the grandeur” of the past.  It 

wasn’t until the opening of Lejre Historical-Archaeolgical 

Experimental Centre in Denmark that the notion of experience as 

experiment, as an acting part of reconstruction in archaeology, 

became more prominent, (pg. 385).  She compares the 

reconstruction of - the fortress of Eketorp on Öland (on the original 

site), as an example of where there is a combined ethos of research 

and popularization, with – the Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde, with 

its ongoing debate between those that build the boats and those 

that see the travelling/sailing the boats as the most important part 

of the experimental reconstruction.  She summarizes these as 

follows:- “while scientifically minded reconstructions focus on 

methods, controllable and repeatable experiments and technology, 
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the humanistic reconstructions want to recreate action with the 

stress on intuition and feeling insight, in an endeavour to understand 

how people lived and acted in the past”, (pg. 391).  This is an 

interesting point because if we think about flute reconstruction in 

reflection to this, it seems that it might fill both itineraries; the 

playing and hearing of the instrument and its music is part of the 

experiment as well as the building of it, where both positivistic and 

humanistic epistemologies should be possible in different grades 

depending on approach.  

She concludes that “reconstruction provides space for the 

participation of the public, a possibility which does not exist within 

the limits of traditional museum activity or academic research”, (pg. 

397).  This is also interesting picking up again the focus of public 

archaeology. 

During the curiosity cabinet era in archaeology, interest was 

simultaneously growing in the history of musical compositions, the 

staging of historical concerts and the reconstructions of archaic 

musical instruments. Catherine Homo-Lechner traces this history, 

introducing us to the pioneer August Tolbecque (1830-1919), who 

she describes as an “enquiring and passionate, musician-performer-

collector”, possibly “in touch with the great archaeologists of his 

time” (Homo-Lechner, 1998, pgs. 31-32).  She portrays the 

subsequent rise of nationalisms and archaeology, typified by the 

Scandinavian Bronze lurs and instruments from Rome for example, 

as increasing the enthusiasm for reconstruction of music 

instruments and musics from past times, however criticizes the lack 

of historical correctness during many of these processes, where 

instrument makers added their own subjective thinking into designs, 

inspired by profit and other temptations, not least, to make a good 

acoustical sound.   

Homo-Lechner discusses documentary, technical, moral and sound 

authenticity, as aspects of how we should approach reconstructions 

of musical instruments and their acoustics.   She advises “it would be 

desirable for musicians to learn once more how to work the wood 

before playing on their instruments, as was often the case up to the 

sixteenth century.  In that way they would acquire better mastery 

and more intimate acquaintance with them”, (Homo-Lechner, 1998, 

pg. 47).  In a way this can be seen to parallel Petersson’s 

reconstructions as actual objects and as in the practice of using 

them (like the ship reconstruction and the sailing of the ship 

reenactment), but Homo-Lechner, unlike Petersson, does not regard 

that practice as belonging or connected to a further experiential 

dimension that is in itself an entity.  Her title is as follows: ‘False.  
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Authentic.  False authenticity.  Contributions and Failures of 

Experimental Archaeology as applied to Music Instruments’.  Whilst 

maintaining a reservation and disdain for the very essence of 

authenticity in musical reconstruction, where she cites Thuillier and 

Tulard,9 and asks “to what degree is perhaps history invented,” she 

otherwise upholds strict positivistic notions about how we as 

musical instrument makers should operate, and remarks about 

subjectivity, insisting that, “shifting interpretations are thus 

common; but besides becoming fixed in the memory more readily 

than their subsequent corrections, they above all endanger historical 

hypotheses” (Homo-Lechner, 1998, pg. 38).   

With regard to the craftsmanship of musical instrument 

reconstruction makers, she asserts that, “to reconstruct…by using 

‘traditional’ tools does not have any relevance whatsoever at an 

historical level”, (Homo-Lechner, 1998, pg. 41).  She goes on to say 

that, “one deplores the fact that the increase in information of this 

nature [by this she refers to new knowledge that comes to light 

regarding historical correctness] does not reduce in similar 

proportion the role of subjectivity and invention, since it is evident 

that new information generates new ignorance by means of new 

questions…..Archaeological experimentation reaches out to specific 

musics but can never restore them to their past atmospheres and 

realities” (Homo-Lechner, 1998, pg. 46).  The idea that new 

information generates new ignorance by means of new questions I 

regard as being preposterous.  It clashes with the whole notion of a 

contextual experiment in archaeology which this essay seeks to 

embrace. 

She makes her stance quite clear in this final statement that I lift 

from her writing, that, “it is difficult today to defend the idea of an 

advancing linear progress towards historical truth.  If the methods of 

approach assume an increasingly interdisciplinary character, they 

remain imperfect”, (Homo-Lechner, 1998, pg. 47).   

I assert that en masse, reconstruction concerning music through the 

making and playing of instruments and musical composition has 

been measurably more prolific than archaeological reconstruction.  

This is because in music, this reconstruction became tradition a long 

time ago.  The concert going public around the globe continues to 

                                                           
9
 Thuillier & Tulard, 1990, Les écoles historiques. Que sais-je? No. 2506. 

Paris: Presses Universitaires de France. 
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experience this daily, which historically has been and currently still 

is, intrinsic to the mainstream musical canon10 of music in the West.   

 

Cobblestones, contextual experimentation and 

the time-travel steering-wheel 

Thanks to Anna S. Beck, and other like-minded people such as 

Marianne Rasmussen11, we have a new theoretical model in 

experimental archaeological theory.  In Beck’s model of the 

hermeneutic process in an experiment (Model 1), she places 

significantly the ‘horizon of the experimenter’ as equally important 

as the ‘archaeological phenomenon’.   

 

 

Model 1: Beck's model of the hermeneutic process in an experiment, (Beck, 2011, 
pg. 185). 

 

Her work distinguishes the controlled experiment of the old 

paradigm from this new contextual experiment, which she defines 

as a constitution of seven stages; - the aim, the process, the object, 

the relationship to the material, the questions, the data and the 

results, - which she puts forward, in order “to create a basis to build 

further debate on”.  In three independent and contrasting 

experiments she draws on common ground, and this I will cite in full, 

as follows:- 

                                                           
10

 See Lowenthal, 2006, for a discussion about authenticity and the history 
of Western music. 
11

 See Rasmussen, 2011. 
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 All three projects share the aim that the search for 

questions is more important than getting answers. 

 As well as giving new perspectives on the original material, 

the projects are self-reflexive and evaluate known 

reconstructions/interpretations. 

 The material the three projects use as their point of 

departure is mainly reconstructions, i.e. it is the 

archaeologists’ interpretations of the past rather than the 

original archaeological material that is being evaluated in 

the projects.  The archaeological material is not ignored, 

however, and the results are used to facilitate new 

interpretations. 

 The questions asked are complex and include reflections not 

only on technical problems but also on cultural and social 

matters. 

 The projects record both objective measurable data and 

subjective data such as experiments and perception, and the 

different types of data are treated equally (albeit not in the 

same way). 

 The variables of each project could not be isolated or 

controlled (Beck, 2011 pgs. 167-194). 

Beck’s strategy is a breakdown of positive steps that constitute the 

contextual experiment where human experience and the senses 

become the data and in doing so has formalized a bridge across the 

underappreciated gulf between experimentation and experience. 

If we regard tacit knowledge instilled in the minds of the flute 

makers, we must be the ones to use our minds cleverly to interiorize 

their gestures.  If we can regard their work as a tradition or 

continuum, like boat building, we can access this as ethnologists in 

order better to understand past traditions.  However we must be 

open minded; we cannot let positivism rule this out because it is not 

science.  As archaeologists, can we accept the authority of the flute 

makers or shall we rule it out as unscientific and therefore invalid?  

Polanyi makes the distinction between what we know, and that 

which we know more about than we can tell, expressing that “the 

kind of comprehensive entities exemplified by skillful human 

performances are real things; as real as cobble stones and, in view of 

their far greater independence and power, much more real than 

cobblestones', (Polanyi, 1966, pg.33).  He goes on to address the 

building blocks of the process of giving a speech involving phonetics, 

lexicography, grammar, stylistics and literary criticism where “levels 

of hierarchy of comprehensive entities, for the principles of each 

level operate under the control of the next higher level,” (Polanyi, 
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1966, pgs. 35-36), entities which as humans we experience tacitly.  It 

is clear that human theoretical knowledge functions within 

intrinsically tacit dimensions and that “a true knowledge of a theory 

can be established only after it has been interiorized and extensively 

used to interpret experience,” (Polanyi, 1966, pg. 21).   

Ingold makes a distinction between navigation and wayfaring; the 

lines on a map have been drawn by someone else and only help us 

to get from A to B, whereas the lines, as wayfarers that we make 

ourselves, mean something to us.  He illustrates this in different 

ways (Ingold, 2007, pgs. 72-103) and one that I find particularly 

useful as an analogy, (see Figure 2), is of “Abelam men at work on a 

painting.  In the row on which they are currently working, the 

painters are picking up and continuing the white lines left hanging 

from the previous row”, (Ingold, 2007, pg. 58).   

In order to begin, friend and colleague, and artist and illustrator, 

Annika Svensson has innovatively designed a gesture diagram for a 

work-in-progress thinking-framework.  Lines theory elucidates lines 

in the concept of gesture which I summarize by quoting the 

catalogue Ingold gives for the word in his index: - in calligraphy; 

Figure 2: Abelam men at work (Ingold, 2007, pg. 58).  Photograph: Jörg Hauser. 
Reproduced by the permission of Tim Ingold,  Jörg Hauser and Brigitta Hauser- 
Schäublin. 
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deictic; in driving; and engraving; and inscription; and musical 

performance; and signing; and trace; as writing in the air.  With 

gesture in mind, I started to explain lines theory to Annika and how I 

wanted it to relate to my own study.  Together, as wayfarers, we 

started chalking traces on a blackboard in order somehow to show 

how musicology, archaeology and social anthropology all relate to 

one another.  My family was also in and out of the situation and we 

talked about sets and subsets; my husband drew three interlocking 

circles which we considered as Borromean rings and my young son 

drew some matchstick men and women.  Eventually, it was Annika 

who kept working with the visual aspects as I continued to try and 

reinforce and explain my idea of it all.  By the end of the evening we 

had arrived with an image borne out of gesture rather than a 

navigated preconceived diagram.  This image she drew, crystalizes 

my theoretical understanding of how social anthropology, nestled 

within anthropology as two surfaces, meets the crossing of two 

wayfaring lines of other surfaces, one line of musicology and the 

other, archaeology.  Using the oldest known musical instrument, the 

flute, as a metaphor for music of the past in music of the present, I 

call this model, ‘flute lines’.  The illustration of this model is called 

the time-travel steering wheel because it looks as though it moves in 

gyroscopic motion and I want to steer it (Gesture diagram 1).    

 

Gesture diagram 1: Time-travel steering wheel.  Photo: taken in Väckelsång, 
Sweden, by the author, dated 08/12/12. 

Musicology has legitimacy in social anthropology, according to the 

sentiments apparent in Ingold’s ‘Lines’ and I think that this idea 

should be perpetuated in archaeology.  Arts ideals are as 

enlightening and as deep seated as science ideals, as Colin Renfrew 
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has exemplified in his book ‘Figuring it Out’ (Renfrew, 2003) 

regarding archaeology and the arts.  We are told that “both 

disciplines pose questions about the nature of human activity - in the 

past, the present and the future.  Illuminating parallels exist between 

the way the modern artist seeks to understand the world by acting 

upon it, and the way the archaeologist seeks to understand it 

through the material traces of such actions”, (Tate website, see link 

7).  From my musician’s perspective, I suggest that arts ideals are 

perhaps more flexible, certainly within archaeological paradigms 

that maintain positivistic ideals, when it comes to thinking about 

and understanding humanity, which from my perspective views that 

the present is interlocked in a fluid and moving relationship with the 

past, which is not a foreign country12.  Ingold instills the idea that 

ideologies in music (in the form of lines) are an ontological concern 

and with this I aim to challenge the borders of the arts and the 

sciences that archaeology conceives of, through the practices and 

meanings behind flute making.  Flute making is seen in this 

theoretical context as a continuum, and practice and meaning of it 

now can be measured so as to imagine rather than prove, how these 

traditions that existed in the past, as there can be no doubt that 

music traditions did exist in the past, may have been manifest.  This 

will be attempted out of general theory in ethnology, by using 

informants’ experiences as tangible material encompassing the 

perspectives I have just mentioned in Polanyi’s Tacit Dimension, 

Beck’s contextual experimental theory, and Ingold’s Lines; 

Cobblestones, contextual experimentation and the time-travel 

steering-wheel. 

 

Falling between stools 

If flute making began in the upper Palaeolithic based on the 

evidential examples found in the archaeological record, the tradition 

of flute making is a very old one; older than making houses, pots 

and boats, older than domesticating animals and devising water 

irrigation schemes, older too, than villages and towns and older than 

writing.  Whatever flute making, including archaeological 

reconstruction of flutes, is considered to be or not to be, I am afraid 

that this valuable work, with the flute makers at the heart of it, may 

be falling between various academic stools.  The stools or disciplines 

I refer to are as follows: - music, experimental and general 

archaeologies; ethnology; ethnomusicology; musicology; and social 

                                                           
12

 This term I use as an expression of speech and not intentionally in 
conjunction with David Lowenthal’s book  ‘The Past is a Foreign Country’. 
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anthropology.  Surely these disciplines are not inclined to ignore 

every conceivable way possible of researching one of the oldest 

traditions in the world because of scientism?  As a wayfarer, out of 

Ingold’s ‘Lines’, I journey, working with ideas, through the lands of 

these disciplines.  There is a saying in English “Jack of all trades and 

master of none” and I get the impression that it is not wholly 

creditable to work and write within different academic areas in 

which one is not expert.  I will ignore this.  Ingold ignores this in his 

writing of ‘Lines’.  Lowenthal ignores this; in a recent lecture that I 

attended by Lowenthal13, he commented that on the contrary, 

“there are not enough generalists” today.  Discussions with Bodil 

Petersson about the word ‘Dilettante’ delivered another label with a 

negative connotation commonly applied to protagonists interloping 

into foreign disciplines, but that in actual fact, where and when this 

takes places, she insists, interesting and unexpected things happen.   

Those who make flutes, and those who make flutes based in some 

way on prehistoric examples from the archaeological record, are 

both picking up the threads and continuing to weave and in doing 

so, recite existence in music.  It is with the material that we begin 

with, the bone, ivory, bamboo, wood, gold, platinum,14 glass and 

other materials, that we, the flute makers, begin work.  With 

archaeological finds perceived as flutes, through reconstruction, we 

particularly attempt to touch the invisible; we find the extant music 

which lies dormant till we recreate it in the manifestation of the 

flute which guides us to find it.  Together we perform the past in the 

present, whether we search for accuracy and authenticity, or are 

more astutely concerned with the primeval delights of cacophony; 

music itself, is a most powerful living heritage. 

 

Asking the flute makers about it all 

Den sociala verkligheten är subjektiv  

och kan uppfattas på många sätt  

(Trost, 2010 pg. 13) 

 

[Social reality is subjective and can be understood in many ways] 

 

To examine the practice and meaning of flute making, a framework 

of method must be established in order to create data material.  

                                                           
13

 Lowenthal’s lecture at Linnaeus University, 17
th

 September 2012. 
14

 21.5 is the density of platinum and ‘Density 21.5’ is the name of a piece 
of music composed in 1936 by Varèse for a flute made from this material; 
science and art working harmoniously.  
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These data will be analyzed and become the subject of discussion 

from the perspectives outlined in the introduction.  In order to 

generate the data I will choose modern-day flute makers who in any 

way, have created and/or create flutes, where reconstruction 

models have been or are designed based on either perceptions of 

prehistoric flutes, or actual archaeological artefacts perceived as 

prehistoric flutes.  Jan Trost, in his book about qualitative 

interviews, suggests that four or five, and certainly no more than 

eight informants, is a suitable number for selection purposes where 

principles for how, in relation to a question, informants reason, 

think, feel and act, is the prime objective (Trost, 2010, pg. 143).  

Four informants I consider is a suitable quantity for this particular 

research and the data that they produce will therefore constitute 

the content of published material in this thesis.   

I have interviewed the informants from the ethnological perspective 

which Anne Ryen outlines in her book about the qualitative 

interview (2004).  She talks about naturalism, ethnomethodology, 

emotionalism and postmodernism, as different types of qualitative 

research methods.  She explains that ethnomethodology is closer to 

naturalism but that it focuses on how reality becomes created 

rather than on experiences of the social world (Ryen, 2004, pg. 34).  

She deals with each category in themes of ontology, epistemology 

and method where, in ethnomethodology, firstly, members produce 

reality; secondly, social factors are something that members 

perform; and thirdly, that natural data is retrieved in the form of 

‘how’ questions (Ryen, 2004, pg. 42).   

In relation to the practice and meaning of flute-making, I formulated 

four questions that formed the focus of my interviews.  The first 

question was to find out how the informant perceives prehistory in 

relation to reconstruction; the second, to find out about the 

relationship of the reconstruction to a chosen model; the third, to 

find out about the meaning of reconstruction; and lastly, to give the 

informant a chance to offer freely any information at all in the way 

of reflection.  These questions were as follows:  

 How are flutes that you make in some way linked to 

prehistory?    

 How do you design your flute models?   

 How much of your life is invested in this and what does it 

mean to you? 

 Is there anything else that you would like to inform me 

about? 
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It must be pointed out that these are specific questions that I 

wanted answers to in order to reach my target which is to create 

data material, even if my aim is not to get them answered by posing 

each question separately to each informant.  In my interviews a 

range of techniques will be employed effectively to retrieve this 

information, which will also include questioning as one of the 

techniques.  This is borne out of two necessities.  The first is that, to 

give an example, my informants live in three different countries and 

two continents, and between them, have three different mother 

tongues.  This means in order to access information based on my 

focus questions I must facilitate a whole range of techniques.  These 

include, telephoning, e-mailing, and profile building for example, in 

order to optimize my chances of reaching the target.  This can be 

described as a low degree of standardization within a qualitative 

interview because informants won’t all be in the same room, for the 

usual 90 minutes and in the same conditions etc.  However the focus 

questions at the core of my research are stable and uniform and 

represent a high degree of structuring.  This, we are told, is a typical 

characteristic of the qualitative interview which in general and in the 

context of research, is characterized by a high degree of structuring 

and low degree of standardization  (Trost, 2010, pg.41).  The second 

reason why I won’t pose each of my focus questions separately to 

each informant is that we are taught that all questions within the 

framework of a qualitative interview should be as open and 

permissive as possible (Trost, 2010, pg.13).  In this sense, I wish to 

give all informants a chance to answer the focus questions in an 

open and permissive manner and this might mean that they answer 

the same question in more than one way or interpret my meaning in 

a way that I hadn’t envisaged.  This I aim to accomplish by 

engendering discourse/correspondence through asking them to tell 

me about their experiences and beliefs, including ‘general chit-chat’, 

whilst maintaining control of the interview and keeping my focus 

questions clearly in sight. 

To summarize my method: - I chose four informants and 

interviewed them from an ethnological perspective using the 

research tradition of the qualitative interview, where a high degree 

of structuration through focus questions was met by a low degree of 

standardization through different questioning strategies.  These 

specific strategies vary from informant to informant and are 

apparant in these instances, in relation to the informant, chiefly 

within the presentation of the published material. 

My starting point for selection is from my standpoint just now in 

terms of where I am with my doctoral research (based on research 

about the music of three artefacts considered to be flutes, from the 
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Upper Palaeolithic in South West Germany).  My contact with flute-

makers up to the point of beginning this essay had been based 

solely on this research alone and mainly about getting help 

(including tuition) with creating my own replicas and 

reconstructions.  Two of the informants (Wulf and Erik) whom I 

chose to interview here and who provide half the material evidence 

in this essay, are directly from sources that developed as a 

consequence of the other research.  Critically this might be viewed 

as a bias but I will rationalize this.  Both individuals stand in relation 

to each other as being, I consider, prime examples of people 

engaged in the valuable work that is current activity in the 

reconstructing and replicating of flutes from models based on 

archaeological artefacts.  Wulf and Erik also represent different 

perspectives from this current activity and can, by comparison, offer 

great insights into the tradition, if we can start to call it that.  Had I 

not known them before, there is a high likelihood that I would have 

found them and chosen to use them anyway because of their high 

profiles within the area.  It is with a finger on perspective that I 

boldly offered myself as one of the four informants as I believe that I 

can bring another and perhaps unconventional perspective to the 

argument, in the description of the reconstruction of a flute from 

prehistory through musical arrangement.  As put forward in my 

introduction, I align myself directly with the work of potter Katarina 

Botwid and boat maker Jörn Bohlmann and thus validate myself 

becoming the data, even though this is perhaps perceived as 

unusual.  To complete the selection, the other informant I chose 

was, at the start of this essay, a completely new contact.  He is 

called Gustaf and I chose him because he is local to me thus giving 

me an opportunity to meet him face to face (whilst the other two 

are in the U.S and Germany, respectively, and not easy to meet in 

person) and because he was recommended by an archaeologist.  I 

must also add that I had been acquainted with Wulf and Erik in 

connection with my other research before the start of this 

assignment.  From a selection of only four informants that I now 

maintain is a suitable number for the task in hand, who might I be 

leaving out and why? 

There is also within music archaeology literature, a small 

contribution of material about pre-historic flute reconstruction and 

therefore flute-makers of such15 (being that the reconstruction of 

musical instruments has been a chief tenet of music archaeology).  

As however these academic sources have a propensity, from the 

impression that I have, towards deductive and inductive approaches 

and bending largely towards the material object as the chief 
                                                           
15

 See Hickmann & Eichmann, 2000 – 2012. 
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concern16, there is little in the way of information from these 

written sources about the flute makers themselves that will offer 

the kind of substance that I need in order to discuss fruitfully the 

activity as a tradition or even a movement within some framework 

of genre.   

There are other individuals and teams of people working as flute 

replica makers, some connected to academia and others not, that I 

have met or been in contact with, and certainly others that I do not 

know about at all, all of whom are not included, but if they were, 

would in all likelihood, be just as significant.  Surely these other 

voices would reveal something new but I regard this as quite 

unlikely because of the common theme which appears to resonate 

within all of these people I have so far encountered regarding their 

work.  This is to say, that I consider that all possible would-be 

informants are fundamentally involved at a quite deep intellectual, 

emotional and spiritual level with flute-making and to choose any of 

them, I consider, would be a satisfactory representation of activities 

that would give rise to meaningful discussion.   

From a gender perspective, one might ask why I am the only female 

informant and my other three are male.  The answer is a matter of 

pragmatism.  I have encountered a female involved with bone-flute 

making from The Netherlands and am familiar with a dissertation by 

the Austrian Bernadette Käfer17 for example.  Either of these sources 

may yield equally significant data but the practical difficulties in 

arranging interviews with these two individuals is substantially more 

challenging than working with my already established sources, 

where the results for the purpose of what I want to discuss in this 

essay, I consider will be relative.   

One example I could quite conceivably have used otherwise might 

have been Fredrik Seeberger, a man who was devoted in his life to 

reconstructing flutes taken from the archaeological record.  His 

recordings alone supply a great deal of knowledge regarding his 

contribution to the area, of significance to both archaeological and 

musicological disciplines.  Although not used as an informant for 

obvious reasons, his presence should be recognized.  

From the archaeological record there are a number of different 

types of flute that stand out as the ones folk tend to talk about and 
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 I can’t validate this absolutely but see Wyatt (2012), and Blake & Cross 
(2008), regarding bone-flute reconstruction and the origins of music 
connected to flute artefacts respectively, within archaeological 
experimentation. 
17

 See Käfer, 1998. 
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some of these comprise (known and remarked upon here from their 

geographical context), Chinese, Native American, Peruvian and 

Greek.  In the parameters for this essay I have chosen the type of 

flutes (the artefacts, not the reconstructions) that I wish to 

concentrate on and explained that this is because I am much more 

familiar with examples in the archaeological record in Europe.  

Earliest examples are all made from bone but wood also begins to 

feature but later on; there are less wood examples earlier in the 

record due to preservation conditions.  Typology has remained fairly 

constant and I am interested to see how flute reconstructions 

reflect the interpretations of their makers which may be varied.  The 

reader might have guessed that drawing a geographical line round 

Europe is why pertinently I may have chosen Wulf and Erik and they 

would be right.  Because I had prior knowledge of the specific 

artefacts that Wulf and Erik use as models for making flutes, this 

was one of the main reasons that I chose them; they have both 

reconstructed HF1 (see footnote 1). It was also one of the acorns 

from which the reason for my initial enquiry which resulted in this 

essay, took root.  With Gustaf it was a question of probability 

stemming from the knowledge I was given when I was first told 

about him; categorically that he makes flute out of bone.   

For those readers who are well informed about the prolific examples 

of flute artefacts from the archaeological record like the Palaeolithic 

examples in the caves of Isturitz, and elsewhere where bone-flute 

artefacts are well documented, I have not searched for informants 

in France and those other areas of Europe, who use artefacts as 

models from which to make their own flutes.  To complete my 

presentation I have offered a completely open time span for the 

artefacts that make their presence known in the current work of the 

nowadays’ flute makers that I have selected.  In this sense, I 

introduce a theme of timelessness about flutes, flute making and 

flute playing in general which I wish to weave into the resulting 

discussion in support of the view that the analysis of the material, 

will indicate a musical tradition or conversely, a movement that is 

intent on finding the music in the existence of past times, woven 

and apparent in the natural music of existence in present times.  
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Part II: The Flute Makers 

 

Gustaf Alleng 

The route that led me to Gustaf Alleng was through a contact in 

archaeology.  I had told Helena Victor, then coordinator of my 

second level undergraduate archaeology course, about my research 

interest in flutes.  Through a conversation she had had with a 

colleague at the county museum in Kalmar where she also works, 

she became informed about a bone-flute maker who lives in Kalmar, 

and I was subsequently given her colleague’s number and called 

Gustaf who agreed to my interviewing him. 

I arrive at Gustaf’s house in Kalmar (Oct 2012) which turns out to be 

the oldest house in Kalmar.  He has a pot of tea ready to pour and I 

take his photo, (Figure 3).  With his wife Annika, and little terrier dog 

around my ankles, I broach the subject of his flutes.  Immediately I 

am shown a CD by a famous Danish musician-artist and told that on 

tracks 4 and 10, Gustaf’s flute is played by the artist who is Poul 

Høxbro, (see link 8).  Gustaf and wife Annika point out that Gustaf’s 

name is mentioned in the CD´s programme details and also I notice 

a handwritten note, presumably by Poul himself, is also contained 

within.  The CD ‘Esk, The Blood Of Kvasir’, (See link 9), is put on and 

we listen to track 4, a sonorous single melody by Poul, on Gustaf’s 

Figure 3: Gustaf Alleng. Photograph: by author, Kalmar, October 2013. 
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flute.  Having been greeted with tea and music, we move into the 

lounge area and sit ourselves at the dining table end of the room. 

He tells me he has contacts on Gotland which has the biggest sheep 

population in Sweden.  Once, or sometimes twice a year, Gustaf 

receives a batch of some 300 deep frozen sheep’s femurs.  Through 

the sales of his flutes made from these bones, he funds an annual 

two week trip with his wife to Gotland for the Mediaeval week 

there, and just now (autumn 2012) he has already reached his quota 

for next year’s trip having sold between 40 and 50 flutes in June this 

year, in Leksand in Dalarna, where there is an annual mediaeval 

market.  He tells me he sells his flutes for 500 SEK each and I ask him 

why just that price.  He responds, indicating that he thinks that I 

think that this price is too expensive, with saying it takes between 4 

and 5 hours to make a flute not to mention the 10 years he has 

spent perfecting his art.  He also says that he has not put his prices 

up in 10 years.  I ask him about the preparation of the bones.  Yes, 

he also modifies the raw material by cooking the bones to remove 

the contents and comments about the disgusting smell involved 

with this process.  I suggest that 500 SEK is way too cheap for the 

price of one of his flutes.   

He tells me that his work making bone flutes is part hobby, part 

interest and fun, and besides he adds, he gets to “stämma mina 

öron” which translated means he gets to “tune his ears”.   I enquire 

as to whether he plays the flutes himself and has made any 

recordings.  He answers that he does play but as to the recording, 

“inga såna kontakter” (no such contacts).  However he says that 

there are at least 10 Swedish bone-flute players, who he refers to as 

being connected with bone-flute playing in this way.  These people 

are mainly connected through an interest in the “mediaeval” in 

Sweden he says.  This I take to mean activities regarding re-

enactments through mediaeval markets and such which I know are 

popular in Sweden.   

We start to talk about where, when and why his work making bone-

flutes began.  He tells me that even though he isn’t educated in 

archaeology he had a permanent job with Kalmar County Museum 

as part of the archaeological excavation team there.  Sometime 

during this period a colleague of his (Per Olin) showed him how to 

make a bone flute.  He mentions that Per may be an associate of 

Cajsa Lund, whom I had mentioned to him as being my teacher in 

music-archaeology.  At this point Gustaf gets up from the table and 

disappears through a door returning some seconds later with a 

basket covered with a leather blanket.  Under the blanket he brings 

forth a tray full of tools and tells me that this is all he needs to make 
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his flutes, plus a table.  He shows me some of his tools.  There is a 

tool for cleaning the inside of the bones, others some of which are 

dentistry tools, plus many other small bits and pieces that indicate 

his work is rather intricate.  He has made a specially calibrated ruler 

for the purpose of tuning his flutes, that is to say, where he places 

the finger holes, is shown, (Figure 4).  He says the calibrations are 

based on the dimensions of the Neanderthal flute and I recognize 

that he is referring to the Slovenian bear-bone flute that is hailed as 

the oldest musical instrument in the world, (see link 10).  I ask him 

whether he has heard 

that academics have 

ruled this out as 

being a flute18, but 

either my bad 

Swedish, or some 

lack of understanding 

result in a pause and 

the question is 

discarded.  He 

volunteers that he has made some modifications to the flute and at 

once begins to play it and I notice a clear tone which he accentuates 

with some ‘warm-sounding’ slow vibrato.  He then thinks out loud to 

me and says he wonders what Per would make of what he has done 

over the last ten years, as the flute thing was really ‘Per’s thing’ in 

the beginning, he says.  Gustaf has not seen Per in so long.  He 

reflects that Per might be proud of his good sound/tone (this I take 

to mean the flutes’ potential output as a playable musical 

instrument) but on the other hand Per might frown upon the 

modern tools Gustav uses to make his bone-flutes (rather than tools 

of stone or flint). 

Gustaf then tells me about another model he has and hands me a 

bunch to look at.  He says that the last excavation he was involved 

with, from the ‘jägarstenålder’ (hunter-Stone Age) in Trelleborg, 

revealed a grave.  He recalls the skeletal remains of two hunched up 

sitting individuals.  In the grave a four and a half centimeter sort of 

bone-flute-looking artefact was in the vicinity of the dead.  He says 

this little item was subsequently given the following description: - 

“visselpipare, leksak till barn, fågelhärmare” (whistle pipe, child’s 

toy or bird decoy).  Gustaf then tells me that he became very 

interested in this and it is clear that it captured his imagination 

greatly.  He says that he began to experiment and recreate replicas 

of this artifact, using deer bone as a material.  His interpretation is 

that it would have been part of hunting practice where the item 
                                                           
18

 See d'Errico & Lawson, 2006. 

Figure 4: Gustaf Alleng's callibration tool.  
Photograph: by author, Kalmar, October 2012. 
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would be worn around the neck and used as a communication 

signal.  I start to consider the ritual aspect of the sound itself as a 

symbol and enquire whether he has written or published the results 

of his work.  The answer is no, nothing.  I also ask if Per Olin was 

involved with this work but he said that Per wasn’t so interested in 

this little artefact.  I realize that Gustaf is probably the only 

individual to have made reconstructions about this flute.  

We finish our meeting by my asking him whether he would show me 

how to make his flute.  At first he becomes suspicious.  Suppose I 

were to copy him and try and sell his flutes (and ideas) as my own.  I 

don’t know where to start to assure him but I see from this that this 

work of his is very important and special to him.  He does however 

agree to give me a workshop sometime in the future.  More than 

anything I would like to sit down and be part of a process with him 

and of course, like to own and play one of his flutes that I have 

made with his help.  He does give workshops to many people at the 

same time who also make their own flute it turns out, based on his 

model.  Even though he is initially suspicious about showing me, he 

shows many others by selling them workshops.   

When I get home I look up ben-flöjt (bone-flute) on the Internet 

with google.se and his website is the very first thing that is listed, 

(see link 11).  A scout round his site reveals information about 

himself, his flutes and his work. 

 

Analysis: Alleng 

Gustaf’s flutes are linked to prehistory in two ways.  Firstly, he uses 

information he has accessed about an artefact in Slovenia made 

from the femur of a bear known as the Divje Babe flute, which has 

been interpreted (although vehemently disputed) as a Neanderthal 

flute.  Secondly, he uses an artefact, from an archaeological grave 

site that he was directly involved in excavating, in Sweden.  Gustaf 

links his flutes to prehistory in two contrasting model 

reconstructions which are both designed using artefacts, perceived 

to be flutes, from the archaeological record as a base from which to 

work. 

Gustaf uses a model he has made himself based on how he 

envisages the original Slovenian bear-bone flute might have looked 

(because the original artefact he perceives as being incomplete).  

For this he uses a special metal calibration rule which he has made 

in order to standardize the finger holes, (which contribute in 
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determining the musical pitch/audible frequency and thus the 

modal vocabulary of an instrument).  The reconstruction is his 

interpretation of how the original Divje Babe flute would have 

looked, been sounded (he applies the beeswax block principle), and 

have been played (his output of breath and where he chooses to 

place his fingers).  The second model, based on the grave whistle in 

Skåne, can be regarded as a replication or copy reconstruction 

because the original artefact is intact.  Gustaf has both replicated 

and reconstructed examples of perceived flutes from the 

archaeological record, using natural materials for his flutes and a 

mixture of original and modern tools to work with.  His Divje Babe 

reconstruction is his subjective interpretation.  He uses sheep 

femurs as the cylinder, rather than bear femurs. The grave whistle 

he replicates is as precisely as possible a copy of the original which 

he interprets as a hunting whistle and is made using deer bone.  

Gustaf is heavily involved with mediaeval fairs and markets in 

Sweden where he ritually sells his flutes and gives workshops about 

the making of them.  The majority of his flute-making work is 

undertaken at home, the sales for which entirely support the cost 

for him and his wife to be involved in such activities like the 

work/leisure costs of being in Gotland for two weeks for the peak 

season.  In this respect, the sales of these flutes are very much a 

way of life and can be regarded as part of his identity, reaching 

beyond what might otherwise be understood as the hobby that he 

describes it as being. 

Gustaf has sold many of his flutes to customers which I estimate in 

total to be around 3000. That means that there are many players or 

collectors of these instruments, from those who buy directly from 

him, including famous musicians, to those who learn how to 

reconstruct his model through the workshops he gives. The musical 

process in making the flute and the music that emanates from them 

through his private playing and other performances by amateurs 

and professional musicians, is significant and symbolic. 

 

Frances Gill 

Not so long after I moved to Karlskrona in Sweden with my husband, 

the two of us, through both professional and private means, became 

involved with various events in the picturesque harbour village of 

Kristianopel, which is situated on the southern end of Sweden’s east 

coast.  Through a lady called Solveig, who has an arts and crafts shop 

in the village, I was invited, on behalf of a committee who were 
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organizing a mediaeval festival in Kristianopel in the late summer 

2004, to perform some mediaeval music on my flute.  Not wishing to 

miss an opportunity to be involved in live musical performance, I 

agreed.  I have chosen to present the material in the following way 

and not as a false interview scenario.  

Having agreed to perform ‘mediaeval flute’, I set about preparing for 

the task in hand.  It came as no surprise that there isn’t actually any 

specific mediaeval flute music in manuscript form.  Whereas music 

for Baroque flute features prolifically within the flute repertoire, the 

evidence of mediaeval manuscripts specifically for flute is 

nonexistent.  I decided to choose the next best thing, some 

published manuscripts taken from authentic mediaeval motets.  

From here I started the process of replicating a mediaeval flute by 

inventing mediaeval flute music using an authentic musical source 

from the same period.  I arranged a series of nine pieces for my 

silver Boehm flute with a CD backing-accompaniment, using the 

Sibelius software programme.  The arrangement was scored for 

various instruments which included, lute, and percussion including 

drum and tambourine, harp, bass guitar and recorder.  The pieces’ 

melodies and their harmonies were quite specifically based on the 

original Italian motets which I then, as arranger, adapted as part of 

the process of musical arranging.  The arrangements of the first few 

pieces were quite simply executed but they became progressively 

more detailed as I got carried away with the creative process of 

arranging my scores.  The final piece materialized as a rather 

pulsating and texturally fuller arrangement than the previous, which 

in contrast, were texturally sparse. The last arrangement was 

written to be dynamically forceful and included numerous 

percussion lines (tracks).   

When I arrived at Kristianopel Mediaeval Festival in August in 2004 

with my flute, a small file of written flute melodies and CD backing, I 

had no idea what was in store for me.  I had previously been told 

that an amplifier and CD would be provided by the owner of 

Kristianopel campsite (who is a musician and has a band which 

performs live in the camp restaurant every night during the 

summer) and everything would be organized for me.  I was greeted 

by Solveig who handed me a beautiful costume to wear.  Having 

been plagued by the hot Swedish summer sun and heat all summer, 

plus irritating-beyond-belief mosquitoes, the linen dress and cap 

were the most comfortable thing I had had on all season and I 

suddenly became aware that I was not only getting in costume but 

also getting into character for a performance which would turn out 

to be an enlightening experience.  When I arrived at the 

performance venue, close to an open marquee in a back field, I was 
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greeted by a sound-technician who appeared to have a great deal of 

music technology and cables at his disposal, including an array of 

amplifiers.  I underwent a number of sound checks so that my flute 

playing mixed with the electroacoustic CD backing was balanced 

effectively.  I was rather aware that the overall sound I was making, 

if not deafening, was very intrusive; this was not to be a discreet in 

the corner performance, but a full-scale music spectacle.  What 

added to my amazement was the information that I received from 

my husband who arrived back with ice-creams at the spot where he 

had left me.  Did I know that I could be heard a long way away? 

Eventually, I was told that everything was ready and I could start 

when I wanted.  I was even in control of switching on and off the 

backing CD at my pleasure.  I began the CD backing and the first 

piece’s introduction poured over me, (Figure 5). I lifted my flute to 

my lips and aimed my breath towards the mike and began to play.  

The resultant timbral spectrum and intensity of amplitude of  

 

mediaeval flute music manufactured out of original mediaeval 

music, arranged now as a folk-rock extravaganza, began.  Each piece 

was gradually a little more daring until, at last, I performed the final 

piece and experienced something akin to what it might feel like to 

be playing live at Stonehenge or something else equivalent.  Little 

did I know that I was also six weeks pregnant, but whether it was 

that, or the sea breeze and sunshine on my body, or the familiar yet 

unrecognizable smells of food from the market stalls, or my arms, 

fingers, lips, tongue, lungs and diaphragm concomitantly involved 

with flute playing, or the sight of folk milling around, or children 

playing at soldiers on the mediaeval wall, or the smiles I witnessed, 

Figure 5: Frances Gill performing at Kristianopel mediaeval festival, 2004.  
Photograph: Adrian Gill. 
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the experience was one that catapulted me to the edge of the 

horizon and back again. 

In the haze of the after-performance glow I was inundated by 

requests for the possibility to buy my CD.  I didn’t have one to sell.  

After a short break, I was called on again to repeat the process and I 

soon fell out of reverie and got on with the usual job of being a 

musician being paid for a gig and as the day progressed, my weary 

legs and arms were relieved at the end when it was over.  I was 

however reluctant to return the costume, but did, even though in 

my head, I went home still wearing it.  

 

Analysis: Gill19 

Frances’ mediaeval flute is connected to pre-history in two distinct 

ways; firstly, through the music that she arranges and performs 

which is based on an authentic mediaeval musical manuscript; and 

secondly, within the context in which her flute playing is performed 

and heard, through mediaeval re-enactment.  The model that 

Frances uses is a virtual mediaeval flute in the sense that the 

manifestation is not a physical material one.  The flute is therefore 

completely subservient to the music.  Where the physical sound is 

produced on a silver modern flute, the concept of the mediaeval 

flute is one that could therefore be regarded as being open to the 

interpretation of the listeners.  Even though the music of prehistory 

as an academic study is a relatively recent one, Frances has always 

been interested in history, and wrote a musical for children called 

‘The Battle of Stamford Bridge, the Musical’ in 2005.  Her fulltime 

academic study is presently involved with the reconstruction of the 

very first perceived flutes in the academic record and the origins of 

music.  Therefore the investment she executes in the practice and 

meaning of flute making can be currently regarded as being all 

consuming.  The boy with the sword in the photograph in Figure 5 

was, through his play, keeping guard on the mediaeval wall.  His ears 

would have experienced her medieval flute whether he was 

consciously listening or not.  Despite the obvious anachronisms 

present in composition, performance and re-enactment, it must be 

pointed out that the original motets were at the core of the 

arrangement which through performance, connected listeners 

tacitly to original and authentic mediaeval musical text (as I pointed 

out earlier that a musical score is authentic). 
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 I have chosen to present this in the third person in keeping with the 
other interviews however unconventional this may be perceived. 
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Erik Sampson (alias Erik the Flute Maker) 

I first made contact with Erik Sampson in early spring 2011, in order 

to ask him to make a flute for me based on the vulture flute artefact 

HF1 (see footnote 1), as he sells flutes made to a model he has 

designed, from bamboo, based on this archaeological artefact (see 

link 12).  Erik makes all sorts of bamboo flutes based on models he 

has designed, some based on examples from the archaeological 

record and others that he has designed (and continues to design) 

from all sorts of fascinating ideas.  I asked him to make my flute as 

true to the incomplete artefact as possible and when I ultimately 

received his parcel, there were two flutes; one, built to my 

specification; and another, built to his own idea of the complete 

original.  This second flute he asked me to make a gift of to 

Professor of archaeology, Nicholas Conard whose team had found 

the original in 2008.   

I made contact with Erik again for the purposes of this research and 

found a slot to call him in Florida (7th December 2012) to ask him 

about his flute making.  He answers the phone, obliges, and is 

immediately curious to know my questions.  I start by explaining 

that I am interested in the man behind the work as well as the work 

and he replies quickly using the words ‘joy’, ‘curiosity’ and 

‘motivation’ in the same sentence.  He explains that he has a rush 

now that it is Christmas time, making flutes, but that he was 

captured earlier in the day by an idea to create a bamboo clarinet 

based on the ancient pentatonic scale of the Japanese bamboo flute 

called the Shakuhachi.  This has occupied his morning today, 

inducing him to experiment with an alto saxophone mouth piece 

and a soft tenor reed.  The result from his morning’s work “came 

out well” he says.  He goes on to comment that he believes that 

“each piece of bamboo has a voice”, and that he usually starts 

making a flute by also asking the question “what scale does it want 

to be, to be pleasing to the ear, fascinating to the soul and 

comfortable to the hands?” 

Erik then says that he wants to share something with me.  On 

reading an article about an archaeological site in Henan, China, 

which revealed 9,000 year old ancient flutes made from wing bones 

of cranes, he became inspired to recreate one of the examples.  He 

made five copies but confessed that the “scale seemed discordant”.  

Accidently, he turned it upside down and played it, amazed to hear a 

“beautiful pentatonic scale”.  His theory is that this pentatonic scale 

diffused to Japan, then to Native America and then to the Andes in 
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the form of the Japanese Shakuhachi, the five hole pentatonic 

Native American flute and the Andean Quena respectively.  I reply 

that his description has prompted me to think more carefully about 

the phenomenon of the appearance of the pentatonic scale at 

different times and places, and he refers to natural materials to 

make flutes from as being a significant part of this consideration.  

Erik then shares his idea that the original ocarina20 may have been 

summoned to its 

maker as a 

consequence of 

cupping one’s hands 

to one’s mouth in 

order to warm the 

hands.  He conveys 

how this may 

certainly have led to 

the production of a 

sound by using the 

warmth of the 

breath to warm the 

hands, which 

created the idea.  

This leads to Erik 

giving me his 

personal philosophy 

on the origins of 

music as follows. 

He tells me that 

music began with ‘silence’.  He puts this in contrast to the most 

beautiful and “closest to heaven” sound, that of the flute - but not 

just the flute, - the sound of the flute supported by the acoustic of 

reverberation and delay.  In this he uses the words dry and wet in 

context of music studio production, to indicate the enhancement of 

a flute performance within the natural resonant acoustic of a cave.  I 

tell him that I have played his replica vulture-wing flute 

reconstruction, made from bamboo, in the cave where the original 

artefact was excavated and that even though the location of the 

artefact was located to the mouth entrance of the cave, I chose 

nevertheless to play much further inwards and inside the cave’s 

entrance and on into the larger hall area of the cave at Hohle Fels.21  

The acoustic here is very magical and I agree that the natural 
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 Wikipedia describes ”the ocarina as an ancient flute-like instrument....an 
enclosed space with four to twelve finger holes”. 
21

 Hohle Fels is currently a concert venue. 

Figure 6: Erik Sampson playing an old Mayan whistle.  
Photograph: Amy Miller.  Reproduced by the 
permission of Erik Sampson. 
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acoustic must be part of any discussion regarding the origins of 

music.   

This leads to Erik telling me about his customers, many who come to 

him because they are “subconsciously looking for balance and 

healing” in their lives.  His flutes offer them “relaxation, comfort, 

peace and harmony” and that having a flute makes them “feel like 

they have a friend”.  He explains that he has found a way to make 

natural curvatures of the bamboo (which naturally grow towards the 

sun resulting in curvature) straight, because he knows that his 

customers want straight flutes.  I question this.  What does he 

mean?  He explains with an analogy that like an old person who is 

no longer perhaps straight in posture, Eriks’ customers wish to 

straighten themselves in the search of perfection. I comment that I 

would rather have the original natural curvature of the bamboo and 

that I see this as perfection.  He replies that nevertheless this 

making of things straight is part of a trend towards perfection that 

he understands that his flute customers wish to have.  Erik says that 

he reckons that “God the creator is behind the scenes” giving us 

things to be creative with as we are naturally creative creatures.  He 

considers himself a pioneer in the field of healing with music and 

links prayer to music in “that quest”.  He tells me about a soldier 

who has served in Iraq and came to his shop needing healing.  He 

bought a flute from Erik and has since returned with stories that 

have made those listening to his flute playing, weep.  

We finish our call by my asking him how many flutes he reckons he 

has made in his forty-two year career.  He has already totalled this 

to be a quarter of a million which he refers to the quantity he has 

‘birthed’.  We end by him saying it would be interesting to put a 

penny whistle head joint onto the vulture-wing flute of Hohle Fels 

(which Erik calls the Ice Age Flute) and I reply that this seems to be 

an excellent prospect.  We say good bye and I promise him that I will 

send him a copy of my research and hope that we can work together 

in some way in the future, at the very least keep contact and share 

ideas, I think to myself.  I must also note that when I first made 

contact with Erik again to ask him if I could interview him, we spoke 

for quite a while, after which he sent me some photos, (see Figure 

6),  regarding all sorts of wonderful and creative ideas about flute 

making, but regretfully, far too extensive to report here.  I must also 

mention that like with Gustaf, I was also treated to the delight of 
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hearing flute music because Erik played his flute22 to me over the 

phone, during an earlier conversation. 

 

Analysis: Sampson 

Erik uses a number of different archaeological examples from which 

he designs his own flute models. One of the models he uses and 

sells is based on the oldest flute in the world which I introduced in 

the first sentence of this essay.  Erik has called his model the Ice Age 

Flute and the design of the model is as follows: the material for the 

flute is bamboo and the length and finger holes are commensurate 

with the original artefact.  In the model I bought from him, he 

inserted a small bamboo tube mouth piece, fixing it in place so that 

the breath when playing is directed automatically to a notch, making 

sound production easier.  This is a step away from the type of 

reconstruction that might be expected from a traditional 

archaeological replication experiment because the material he uses 

is bamboo and not bird bone.  One of the effects of this is that the 

diameter of the tube is not consistent with the original artefact.  

Does this matter?  Firstly the diameter of an open cylindrical tube 

the length of a small bird-wing bone does not significantly affect the 

pitch/frequency output, as follows, where f = frequency, n = the 

resonance node (a positive integer), v = the speed of sound,  and L = 

length, *note there is no d = diameter:  

 

 

 

This means that Erik’s Ice Age Flute will represent fairly accurately 

the actual pitch/frequencies of the original artefact provided the 

instrument was sounded using an end blown method (like blowing 

across a bottle) even though his bamboo tube is wider.   In other 

words, if the original artefact was blown effectively using this 

method, then the pitch/frequency output Erik’s flute is accurately 

reconstructed, according to my calculation. 

Even though making ‘Ice Age flutes’ is not fulltime, it contributes to 

Erik’s overriding fulltime professional flute making practice.  This is 

his career but it is more than that.  It is a passion which is 
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 My interpretation of his flute being his inner flute played externally on 
one of his actual flutes. 
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intrinsically linked to religion; a spiritual and ideological connection 

where the meaning behind ‘birthing’ a flute belongs to a 

relationship he has with ‘God the Creator’.  Flute making is to Erik, 

cosmological: - linked in the past, through the artefact he 

reconstructs; linked in the present, in the day to day practice; and 

linked in the future, through the music that his instruments all over 

the world have not yet played.  In interviewing Erik, I was offered so 

many different ideas and perspectives of which only a few I have 

been able to document as part of this research.  Healing is a big part 

of what he does and I can only call his approach to flute making 

nothing less than a philosophy.  If we can measure something from 

his experience, we can imagine a past where flute making and 

playing has been a deeply symbolic practice and according to his 

example, a tradition. 

 

Wulf Hein 

Wulf was the first port of call when I began work on a true 

reconstruction made from a swan wing radius of the Geißenklösterle 

flute, dated as between 37,000 BP and 33,500 BP.  I wanted to make 

my reconstruction as true to the original as possible.  That winter 

had been bad with snow in Europe and a friend of mine had said 

there were many dead animals around.  A dead swan she found on 

the archipelago, near to Karlskrona, in Blekinge, Sweden, became 

the material for my flute.  With her help, we removed feathers and 

cleaned up the radius and ulna bones of the swan, which I 

subsequently transported to Wulf’s workshop in Germany later in 

the spring.  There Wulf and I worked together one whole day with 

flint tools,23 (Figure 7 & 8) modelling one of the radii to replicate as 

far as possible, the Geißenklösterle flute.  Wulf has been my teacher 

and a source of never-

ending help and 

support.   

I call him on 

Wednesday 12th 

December 2012 and 

start by asking him if 

he has any inkling 

about my research 

angle.  He laughs and 
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 Wulf is a member of EXARC and is an experienced and talented flint 
knapper. See Link 13. 

Figure 7: Wulf and the art of flint knapping.  
Photograph: the author, Germany 2011. 
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says no and so I tell him a little bit about it.  I start by acknowledging 

his work regarding the reconstruction of the Hohle Fels HF1 vulture 

wing-bone, Geißenklösterle swan wing-bone and mammoth ivory 

flutes as something I certainly associate with him and from what I 

can gather, is something that everyone who knows about his work, 

associates him with too.  Nevertheless I know he has been working 

in the experimental music field for a while and so I ask him how 

long.  He replies over twenty years and in that time has done lots of 

experiments.  He says that usually scientists find the artefacts and 

then come to him with their questions regarding how they were 

made and how they work.  He asserts that it is most important to 

reproduce the artefact and try it, the process of which creates many 

ideas.   I ask him how important experience is in his processes and 

he says, with marked emphasis in his voice, “very important”.  From 

this he goes on to say that he doesn’t know whether experience is 

the experiment or experiment is the experience, but adds that we 

can’t measure experience.  He goes on to explain that he considers 

that there are two sides to his experiments: - firstly, collecting and 

interpreting the data; and secondly, the experience whereby 

feelings and meaning are intrinsically involved, which he says are 

“not easy to describe”.  He says this “main part” (the experience) is 

not accepted scientifically even though he considers it intrinsic.  I 

ask him just how important experience is to him personally in his 

work and he replies that it is “a very big deal”.  He says that every 

experiment is different from all other experiments and the process 

of reconstructing and playing means that the “senses are more 

involved”.  He says that he gets an understanding for life, art and 

culture and this is affected by his experience, not the amount of 

blows it takes to chop down an oak tree with a flint axe.  For 

example, the idea he explains is, “to transfer data into history”, and 

that the experiment is always ‘holding its grip to the data’, by which 

he implies positivistic, not experiential data, I assume.   

I then proceed to ask him about the flutes.  I know he has been 

involved with replicating the Geißenklösterle and Hohle Fels flutes 

several times.  Were making these flutes just another interesting 

experiment or did it hold some other value to him?  He replies that 

his experiments reconstructing the flutes have been the “most 

intriguing experiments in life” where he has experienced a “glimpse, 

light,…….how to say in English,……. a feel, sense, for the human 

being that made this object”.  He says that reconstructing the flutes 

has meant “more” to him.  He says that we can perhaps only use 

experience as narrative, and as a means to “transport the story 

behind history”, because otherwise it cannot be analyzed into safe 

reliable data.  We can’t measure it, he says, but we can “tell 
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people”.  Wulf then tells me about a recent trip to the Freie 

Universität in Berlin where he was invited by Prof. Wolfram Schier to 

give a talk on reconstructing Neolithic houses.  He said that he found 

that people were mesmerized by his accounts of the process and 

after his lecture, the wife of the professor, Kirsten Gebhard, asked 

him “what have you written?” and he replied “who cares about my 

experiences?”  She then said that this was not right and that things 

are changing whereby there is feeling that archaeology must give 

something back to the public and finished by saying “we’re telling 

stories”.   

I ask Wulf if it is true and I have understood correctly something that 

he told me earlier and if it is OK to write it in my report of the 

interview.  He said yes, it was OK.  Wulf once told me, when I had 

asked him why he hadn’t gone into academic archaeology as a 

career, that when he was a young man, he was called to be drafted 

in to the German military for national service.  This is something that 

he refused to do and a period of three calls over three years and the 

time taken to go through the red tape in order to do something else 

instead, robbed him of the time he would have otherwise possibly 

chosen to study.  He said that by the time this process had run its 

course, his wife had already got a job in another place and the 

family moved there.  He also said to me at the time, that anyone 

who dared to call themselves an experimental archaeologist in post 

Nazi Germany was not taken seriously.  I ask him if this is correct 

(why he didn’t go to university) and he says, no, there is a third 

reason.  He says that he was afraid that his “feelings for ancient 

times” would be “taken away by producing, analyzing and studying”.  

I then ask Wulf if there is anything else that he wants to tell me 

Figure 8: Wulf Hein.  Photograph: the author, Germany 2011 
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about as means of reflection, and he replies that I might like to get 

in contact with Simon Wyatt and interview him too, because he has 

a feeling that this man is also very involved with the experience side 

of his experiments and as Simon has also made some replicas of the 

flutes. 

 

Analysis: Hein 

Wulf is probably the most well-known individual (after the late 

Seeberger) within experimental archaeology in Germany who 

reconstructs flutes based on the earliest examples that we have in 

the archaeological record.  When Professor Conard and his team 

found the vulture wing flute (HF1 – see link 1), it was Wulf they 

asked to reconstruct and play it.  He has also reconstructed flutes 

based on models he has made which seek to replicate flutes from 

the Geißenklösterle and Hohle Fels artefacts.  His flute making is as a 

professional in that he has been and is commissioned to produce 

flutes based on these specific Palaeolithic models, by universities 

and museums, for the purposes of research, to be played, to be 

performed and recorded.  His remit is to replicate rather than freely 

reconstruct, using his imagination and experience to replicate the 

incomplete artefact and restore it at the same time, to how it might 

have looked in the beginning.  Therefore his design reconstructions 

are part replication and part virtual restoration.  In doing so his work 

involves a high level of musical intuition and his 20 years’ 

professional experience in experimental archaeology feeds into this 

craft in terms of expertise with the flint tools and a working 

knowledge of traditional materials, like natural glues, resins and oils, 

amongst other things.  I consider that he has an affinity with 

archaeology through his vast experience in experiment and 

reconstruction and if I can describe it as such, because of this, a 

‘sixth sense’ about prehistory.  He has for example completely 

reconstructed the famous archaeological artefact, the Lion Man, 

from ivory using traditional techniques.  He said his thumbs ached 

somewhat afterwards!  He understands something that only he has 

tacit knowledge of.  Working with him and learning through his 

gestures has given me an insight into this knowledge. 

The flute making represents a part of his professional work but he 

asserts clearly that flute making has been the most important work 

he has done.  He regards experience as uppermost in experiment 

and reconstruction work so far as to assert that experience is the 

experiment or the experiment is the experience.  His work has 

clearly been conditioned by a positivistic notion of experiment in 
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archaeology even if what he considers most important is 

experience.  To my knowledge he does not keep a diary of his 

experiences but if he did, I am sure, in time, as contextual 

experimentation continues to become more significant, his work 

would be greatly revered.  As a flute teacher and musician and from 

the time I have spent with him personally, I acknowledge that he is 

very musical and I judge the flute making and playing to be an 

exercise in music quite apart from anything else.  The fact that he 

does not want academia to assert an influence on him and that he 

enjoys flute making as the ultimate experience, I perceive to be a 

kind of spiritual practice.  The meaning behind his flute making is 

quite clearly symbolic and a travel to identity besides.  

 

 

Results 

The flute reconstructions are mainly linked to prehistory through a 

connection to a specific archaeological artefact perceived as a flute.  

Both well-known international artefacts and local artefacts found in 

various archaeological contexts are used as primary sources for 

reconstruction.  The only exception is the virtual medieval flute, 

which is connected to prehistory through Frances’s (see footnote 

19) implicit knowledge of bone and wood flutes, in the 

archaeological record across Europe.  Her reconstruction is also 

connected to prehistory explicitly through employment of historical 

text (an authentic music manuscript) and in the context of re-

enactment.  The types of models used in reconstruction are varied; 

some use the material of the original artefact as a material to 

reconstruct a flute whereas others use different materials, as in 

Erik’s bamboo and Frances’s virtual reconstructions.  Both a mixture 

of traditional and modern tools are generally used in the making of 

reconstructions.  Abstract tools are employed as in the case of the 

mediaeval motets.  Generally, all actual artefacts used as a primary 

source, in the cases surveyed, are incomplete because 

archaeological formation processes have rendered them damaged.  

There is a strong tendency here to reconstruct on the basis of how 

the original artefact might have looked so that those reconstructing 

must also imagine and reconstitute the original.  Both Gustaf and 

Erik use standardized models they have created, copies of which 

they reproduce for their customers.      

All interviewees are intimately connected with flute reconstruction.  

Gustaf’s occupation with the flutes is a part time activity.  Wulf is 
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involved fulltime with archaeological reconstructions and 

experiments, and Erik is involved fulltime with his general flute 

making.  The proportion of time that both Wulf and Erik spend 

specifically reconstructing flutes connected to prehistory could also 

be considered part time.  Frances’s reconstruction in this example is 

a one-off event.  Her current fulltime study is focusing on 

reconstruction concerning music and Upper Palaeolithic flutes.  In all 

cases, the other work that the interviewees perform outside of 

specifically reconstructing flutes connected to prehistory, is 

complementary to it.  In all cases, the practice and meaning of flute 

making, where reconstruction models have been or are designed 

based on either perceptions of prehistoric flutes, or actual 

archaeological artefacts perceived as prehistoric flutes, is significant. 

This is through the experience that the practice affords the 

craftsperson, through the senses mediating musical, spiritual, 

intellectual and symbolic meaning.  All informants are actively 

involved in the flute music. 
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Part III: The Bridge of Experience and 

Imagining 

 

I have hitherto endeavoured to present a methodical and 

theoretical framework for presentation of my material which I have 

collected by interviewing people who reconstruct flutes using 

models that are connected to prehistory, which I have analyzed.  I 

will now discuss this in relation to paradigms in music archaeology 

and experimental archaeology and in doing so, broaden the 

perspective further by also introducing artistic ideals as being 

equally important as scientific ideals in the field.   

 

Discussion 

 “If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often 

think in music. I live my daydreams in music. I see my life in terms 

of music. ... I get most joy in life out of music.” 

Einstein 

Studying undergraduate music, twenty five years or so ago, I was 

indoctrinated into processes of analyzing style in music.  Musical 

analysis involves awareness of musical intervals, timbres and 

textures, structures, dynamics, melody and harmonic progression.  

Suffice it to say, musicians like me, live life through this audio-lens 

where all sound activities, including music, are generally quite 

acutely experienced.  My overall musical perspective considers that 

archaeological analysis and interpretation are like stylistic analysis 

and interpretation in music, which employ a great degree of 

mathematical scientific processes.  On the other hand, an excellent 

way to interpret the results of analysis, of both music and 

archaeological phenomena, are through intangible tacit dimensions, 

like intuition, experience, existence, recognition, emotion, and 

creativity, like the way hairs stand on the neck on hearing certain 

music.  To understand music, I always use firstly my ear to 

understand it and then hunt for stylistic patterns to try and explain 

it.  In other words, I put my faith in understanding something that I 

cannot tell but that I know that I know about it, and as a trained 

musician, I know that I can break it down.  Colin Renfrew has also 
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considered this and came to exactly the same conclusion, albeit in 

art.   

The parallels and convergences between archaeology and art (per 

se) are the subject of a lecture that Renfrew gave with Cornelia 

Parker at the Tate. He drew on examples of the work of Richard 

Long who created lines as art, which Renfrew initially had difficulty 

appreciating as such.  Something radically shifted in his 

understanding whereby Renfrew realized the process of Long’s work 

was akin to the process of prehistoric structures. It is his description 

of Parker’s ‘The Negatives of Whispers’, (1997), which is a pair of 

cement-like-looking earplugs she fashioned from dust collected 

from the Whispering Gallery24 at St. Paul’s Cathedral in Britain, with 

which Renfrew is especially taken.  Renfrew remarks in the lecture 

that this is “hugely poetic....a finger full of dust becomes a 

fascinating work full of meaning, well, that could be an image for the 

whole of archaeology; a handful of dust,” (see link 14). 

These sentiments are also at the heart of various post processual 

movements in archaeology exemplified in Chris Tilley’s ‘A 

Phenomenology of Landscape’ (Tilley, 1997).  Here he considers that 

archaeologists “should enter the very landscape that they are 

studying, and use their senses of sight, smell, and hearing to learn 

more about how historical peoples would have interpreted it” (see 

link 15).  What is interesting to point out, besides the debut of these 

ideals into mainstream archaeology as new paradigms, is that Chris 

Tilley’s thinking was initially rejected by the establishment and a 

decade after his book we hear that “phenomenological approaches 

…..have neither developed explicit methodologies nor a discussion of 

methodological practice and have laid themselves open to 

accusations of being `subjective' and `unscientific'”, (Hamilton & 

Whitehouse, 2006).  This reminds me of the resistance to gender 

issues in archaeology in Anne Wylie’s, ‘Why is there no Archaeology 

of Gender?’  Here Wylie explained that one of the chief rejections 

from the processual camp was that theories were not well enough 

established, when in fact she considered that they were, but more 

to the point, that this shouldn’t have made any difference; it is part 

of our work in archaeology to develop theories and ideas, (Wylie, 

1991).   

Within mainstream archaeology, these new paradigms relying more 

on experience and the senses and the tacit knowledge people 

possess are thankfully becoming more established.  One only need 

                                                           
24

 This whispering gallery is a classic music archaeological conundrum; was 
the acoustic intentional, as in the Greco-Roman amphitheatres? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_perception
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olfaction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearing_(sense)
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regard Ian Hodder’s legacy to see how current archaeology has now 

become, or how this stretches into the philosophies and work 

principles of those working as everyday archaeologists and not just 

those giving the latest accounts of sites like Çatalhöyük.  In e-mail 

correspondence with Anders Högberg, regarding the subject of an 

archaeologist’s intuition and the right place to dig, he reflected, 

“everyone who has worked in rescue archeology for a length of time, 

and does it with passion and a desire to continually develop their 

knowledge and practice, has that kind of feeling for the landscape 

you describe. It stems from curiosity, a desire to constantly develop, 

to learn, and through genuine experience of the work. It develops 

into what seemingly could be considered intuition, but which in fact 

is grounded professional knowledge. A bit like John Coltrane, who 

was said to have had an intuitive feeling for jazz and when you listen 

to his saxophone recordings, it sounds like that. As a musician one 

knows that this is rather the result of a lifelong pursuit of practice 

and dedication to both the instrument and the music being created. 

When one hears Coltrane’s unofficial studio recordings, it is evident 

that many retakes were needed to create the feeling conveyed in the 

final take.  Similarly, the practice and dedication of the archaeologist 

to the landscape, creates an intuitive sense of knowing where to dig; 

sometimes the solo sits perfectly; sometimes it requires a number of 

retakes,” [my translation] (e-mail correspondence, 1st January 2013).   

The parallels between music (or the arts) and archaeology, and 

between arts and science in general, I have endeavoured to unravel 

a little in order to provide another dimension in which to place the 

flute makers’ work.  In experimental archaeology we can be 

reminded of approaches where perceptions of opposite ideals are 

supported together, having been realized in experimental 

archaeology’s combination of the controlled and the newly 

emerging contextual experiment (Beck’s work, pages 9 – 10).  Here 

Rasmussen also claims that “the two approaches also represent , to 

a certain degree, a theoretical development in that, traditionally, 

only the existence of the controlled approach has been 

acknowledged in the form of concrete testing of hypotheses, 

whereas there is an increasing understanding of the value of the 

contribution made by the contextual approach”, (Rasmussen, 2011, 

pg. 156).  Because it is not however the absolute focus of this 

particular thesis to consider and research archaeology as ‘art as 

equal to science’, it is important to note that there have been and 

perhaps still are, prejudices and therefore there are still challenges, 

and here I allude to the debate concerning the constraints and 

negative effects of scientism and positivism in archaeology.  Judith 

Okely says that “traditionally, social anthropology has permitted 
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what it believes to be science to colour its own claims to science.  

The danger is that scientism, not science as knowledge, sets the 

agenda…..It is said that the inspiration for relativity theory came to 

Einstein when he imagined a man moving so fast in space he could 

not see his reflection in the mirror he was holding…..The difference is 

that social scientists pretend in print that their discoveries do not 

happen that way”, (Okely, 1996, s. 38).  

It is my belief that we humans have musical knowledge that we 

know more about that we can tell, it is the trained musicians 

amongst us that have learnt better the skills in order to decipher 

music’s phenomenon, or code.  I use the words phenomenon and 

code together.  The phenomenon is the mystery and wonder of the 

music (or the archaeology) and the code is the same tacit knowledge 

we have which when broken down, if we choose to, explains it.  This 

makes that which we know more about than we can tell, tellable.  

One way of telling about the artefacts in the archaeological record 

that are considered to be flutes, and the past that delivers them to 

us in the present, is through experiencing reconstruction concerning 

music.  As archaeologists we must learn from the flute makers who 

reconstruct the flutes of the past, through their gestures and the 

lines and surfaces that they create; through their experiences of 

their craft and through the music that emanates from their flutes.  I 

consider that to regard music as purely art, and archaeology as 

purely science, is a mistake.  In music, the natural laws of the 

musical octave are measured by physicists as doubling frequencies 

alluding to equal temperament, and Fourier analysis is used in the 

processing of audio signals for the recreation of synthetic sound. 

Mathematics and music are located on the same human gene and as 

Polanyi states “mathematical theory can be learned only by 

practicing its application:  its true knowledge lies in our ability to use 

it” (Polanyi, 1966, pg. 19).  To this I am reminded of what Einstein 

said in my opening quotation, and ask the reader to pause for a 

second, consider the flute makers and question, what does it mean 

to think in music?  

There is a growing realization, that in archaeology, experience 

‘counts’.  The fact that it counts is that it has the possibility to do so 

through lines and surfaces – of, ideas, of emotions, of actions and of 

senses, both in experiments, in music, and in interpretation.  I find it 

very hard to understand why some archaeologists don’t consider 

these things relevant in archaeology at all, those like Cunningham, 

Heeb and Paardekooper, who say "Whilst carrying out experimental 

archaeology, we will inevitably gain our very own experiences.  

These are modern day experiences and effectively tell us nothing 

directly about the past" (Cunningham, Heeb & Paardekooper, 2008, 
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vi).  Experiences may be hard to measure, but we can count them, 

and, count on them, in archaeology.  We can count them by 

comparing different experiences conducted in the present and 

analyze this and relate this to the past.  In doing so, we create new 

data. We can count on our experiences because they feed our 

knowledge in a significant way; tacitly - and it is these 

understandings, better than academic print that are more real than 

cobblestones and that hold the key to imagining a past that 

bypasses what archaeologists conventionally and historically have 

presented the public with; static artefacts and two dimensional 

descriptions of these.  A musical instrument from prehistory is a 

good example when one considers the paradox of a musical 

instrument which is viewed rather than being heard, when it is 

exhibited in a museum cabinet.  

Bringing together experiences from different fields and backgrounds 

also increases the wealth of knowledge archaeology can embrace.  

Cordula Hansen describes the dynamic and ideal force of 

collaboration in her description of the Umba Aois (Bronze Age) 

experimental bronze casting project in Ireland, which brings 

together  "activities and scientific experiment alike, practical skills 

and theoretical thought in fields as diverse as art archaeology, 

ethnography and philosophy". She draws theoretical perspective 

from Bourdieu’s habitus, the idea of practice being “any regular 

activity, physical or intellectual", conveys that "activities combine 

into a bigger picture, a practical form of knowledge which is based 

on experience and expertise"  and cites Donald Schön, in an 

assertion where he states that "professional practice represents 

'knowing in action' and 'thinking action".  Hansen conveys that 

“local residents often remain until nightfall to watch objects being 

cast and socialize with the group….often the time needed to melt the 

metal in the furnace is filled with singing and music.  Using the 

regular breathing of the bellows as a base rhythm, some members of 

the group improvise 'work songs' and chants as an overlay, joined by 

bodhráns, sticks or buckets as a rhythm section", (Hansen, 2008, 

pgs.69-80).  It is also worth noting that Umba Aois was originally 

started by artists in 1995; only in 2004 did archaeologists see the 

potential and climb aboard.    

In 2007, there was an international experimental archaeology 

conference in Exeter.25  With such a wealth of craftspeople, like our 

flute makers, now involved with meaningful work, their conference 
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 Exeter university is the only place where there is offered a master’s 
degree in experimental archaeology (Cunningham, Heeb & Paardekooper, 
2008).  
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had this in mind when they placed the following discussion points at 

the heart of their meeting:  

 Explore the scope of 'experimental archaeology' and 

distinguish between full experiments, pilot experiments, 

pre-experiments, experiential activities, public 

demonstrations and hobby projects, 

 The role of experimental archaeology in academic research, 

 Improving ways of promoting experimental archaeologists 

and crafts people, 

 Improving communication between academic 

archaeologists and crafts people, 

 How to communicate experiments to the academic 

community and to the public, (Cunningham, Heeb & 

Paardekooper, 2008, pg. vi). 

The first point is an indication that whilst experimental archaeology 

seems to be wishing to be all-accommodating and all-embracing, I 

detect a determined hierarchy in their list that puts ‘real’ 

experimenters at the top and hobbyists at the bottom.  If one were 

to be critically hard, one might interpret this as a territorial claim to 

keep the ‘real’ experimenters (scientists?) and the crafts folk 

divided, which is further apparent in point three and four, where 

there is perceived a divide between the two, however well both 

parties are sought to be promoted or communicate with each other.  

Perhaps I am being a bit hard because the remit does address the 

issue of the type of work that our flute makers are involved with, 

and this shows that the value of their work is appreciated, however I 

sense condescension.  Perhaps the crafts people should have a 

conference and consider the role of experimental archaeology (and 

compare the two remits).   

There is equal value in all activity and that all activity should be 

regarded as either an experiment or the retrospective enquiry of an 

experiment, which could be an experience.  What I mean by this is 

that our flute makers have all experimented with making flutes and 

yet, with the exception of Wulf, their work remains only on the very 

outer periphery of what many experimental archaeologists consider 

their sphere.  In the case of my mediaeval flute, the steps I went 

through were not set out in the beginning as an experiment, but I 

regard the process as being one.  I also regard that my subjective 

experience was part of the process that guided me through each 

step, as a process of wayfaring.  What to do because there was no 

flute music from the period written, how the staging evolved as a re-

enactment, how the performance was received, and so on, were all 

unknowns and yet the process went on and determined itself.  I 
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have lots of questions from these processes regarding 

archaeological thinking.  Was music conceived in the same way in 

the markets of Sweden’s medieval period?  For example, Cajsa Lund 

plays a sheep tibia flute reconstruction, a little fatter than an 

orchestral piccolo, which has two finger holes and was played, 

according to her, using the block flute principle.  The original 

artefact, dated 900 AD, is from Birka, which was an important 

meeting and shopping place in Scandinavia’s Viking Iron Age.  I will 

not exhaust a list of questions here but instead reiterate Beck who 

says that the generating of questions are as important as the getting 

of answers.  

Another point is Gustaf’s hunting whistle-flute after the artefact 

from Skåne.  He stands as the only individual ever to have recreated 

it with the background knowledge of having helped in the 

excavations of the site where it was found.  His work is seen by 

traditional experimental archaeologists as hobby work whereas I 

regard this to be far more significant.  His work is a direct interface 

within public archaeology and yet archaeology per se does not 

recognize him or his work.  Where efforts to integrate the public and 

archaeology is a central issue within archaeology, which is 

traditionally seen as reaching  out to a public, we have an example 

of a public citizen providing archaeology with a service reaching 

deep in to the public’s consciousness.  Gustaf’s distribution of flutes 

and knowledge about them and his workshops are an education.  I 

think learning tacitly from Gustaf is far more important than 

debating which class of work he represents!   

I have so far endeavoured to show how the paradigms in both 

mainstream archaeology and experimental archaeology have been 

changing, being more accepting of and promoting paradigms that 

support the subjective nature of research where intangible, tacit, 

sensory experiences are growing.  I have done this by giving 

examples of individuals’ work and presenting theoretical paradigms.  

I am not as sure about the paradigms in music archaeology explicitly 

but suspect that they are largely, and ironically, ignorant of current 

theoretical debate in archaeology.  What is clear is that there is 

continued resistance, objection and opposition in general and all 

this comes from the positivistic camps that persist in maintaining 

that archaeology is purely science.  The main objection is that the 

methodologies and theories are not developed and that the data is 

not safe or reliable, but I see this as a square peg in a round hole 

and maintain that if archaeology continues to measure all its 

accounts through a positivistic channel, a great deal of important 

information will be lost if disregarded.   
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In all the examples I have given of the flute makers, their 

contributions are nearly entirely lost in academic archaeology.  With 

the exception of Wulf Hein, who is an established experimental 

archaeologist, all other examples function in bubbles outside of the 

norm.  Even Wulf however asserts that experience is intrinsic to the 

experiment but judges that academic archaeology is still not 

interested in his experiences.  Taking Wulf’s cue to contact Simon 

Wyatt, who Wulf indicated was someone else who was interested in 

the role of experience in archaeological experiment, I managed to 

get hold of a paper Wyatt has recently written, (Wyatt, 2012), 

coincidently, on the subject of the very flutes I am studying.  At first I 

was very excited to read the paper and the content is full of much 

valuable information.  But with regards to the intangibles, there is 

nothing in his writing that in any way is about experience or the 

senses, and this is current (last year’s) music archaeological text, 

which I also judge to be typical of the subfield, where reconstruction 

is only a performance in organology26.  To take another example 

where legitimate experimental archaeology is involved with music is 

in the experiment by Elizabeth Blake and Ian Cross.  This experiment 

was the acoustic testing of seventy flint pieces from the Aurignacian 

where the remit was follows:     

 to simulate prehistoric tool making and the making of 

potential lithophones, termed 'chime-bars', 

 to 'play' the flints while held in hand using another piece of 

flint as a percussor and rate the 'playablity', 

 to record and analyze the sound of 'musical' percussing, 

 to use low-power microscopy to analyze the flints for unique 

surface use-wear, and 

 to cross-correlate sound analysis results, 'playablity' ratings 

and use-wear analyses.  The sixth step, applying 

experimental criteria to prehistoric artefacts, remains to be 

undertaken," (Blake & Cross, 2008, pgs. 4-5). 

 

I find the reasoning of this experiment surprising, putting me in 

mind of Annika Svensson’s illustration on the cover of this study, but 

this is personal preference.  Were flints in the Aurignacian 

suspended as chime bars like our contemporary bell tree?  We will 

never know precisely but the reconstruction of musical scenarios 

(like a musical composition involving lithics as musical instruments) I 

                                                           
26

 There is also ’archaeacoustics’, which I see as a rebranding of music 
archaeology itself and where I have witnessed male bias in various guises, 
one being the predisposition of males to study archaeoacoustics in relation 
to the phenomenon of altered states of consciousness, in archaeology (Gill, 
2012).    
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suggest would be a much more worthwhile, memorable and 

plausible experiment and one in which public archaeology could 

surely partake. To reintroduce the egg box concept (pages 5 – 6 of 

this study), I assert that anachronisms are useful in helping us to 

pick out of such a scenario like a lithic concerto, the transparent 

modern, from our perception of our imaginings of the past.  The re-

enactment of the mediaeval flute at Kristianopel medieval festival is 

another example where anachronisms loom.  I perceive this aspect, 

that which especially concerns music, as having profound potential 

in both archaeology and public archaeology despite the practice of it 

is not regarded as an archaeological paradigm.  I maintain that it 

should be.  Think of the potential if it were an accepted paradigm 

where individuals (listeners) are actively involved in imagining the 

past, after all, I have indicated that we all have tacit musical 

knowledge from which to judge for ourselves, which I think is 

preferable to an academic (and I have to say often boring) grey 

paper that is available to read but in reality, rarely done so by the 

public.   

The emphasis on the controlled experiment is to conduct it and then 

report on the results.  The results are the main concern where the 

process is regarded a subservient practice.  From this perspective, 

the controlled experiment is about the results which are determined 

in the future, whereas the contextual experiment is about the 

meaningful experience of the present.  From Lines theory, wayfaring 

is a process/practice that happens now and is meaningful in the 

present whereas navigation is about the destination that is arrived 

at and happens in the future.  Why is something that is determined 

in the future more reliable than something that is happening in the 

present?  The answer is it isn’t.  The process, the practice or the 

praxis, is fundamental to ontological understanding.  In archaeology, 

any true understanding of prehistory can only really be learned 

through appreciation of it in the present, not the future.  This is 

where the flute makers become intrinsically significant.  They stand 

on the cusp of musicology and archaeology and it is the individuals 

that choose to listen and learn from the flute makers who are the 

ones that get to actually turn the time-travel steering wheel, 

automatically geared by the anthropological sphere in which the 

wheel turns.   

The flute makers are not merely performing a skill.  The practice is a 

source of knowledge to the public.  Gustaf produces two different 

types of flute models and shares this with the public through a 

facility where individuals can buy his instruments.  Erik also shares 

his flutes in the same way and Frances shares hers through public 

performance.  This also can be seen to be selling a part of the 
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individual in the sense that to buy a flute from Gustaf or Erik (or CD 

from Frances) is also to own something personal of theirs.   Hein’s 

work filters into the public domain as his work is usually 

commissioned by museums. However his personal side, which the 

other three have freely exhibited, is prohibited in his case from a 

public audience because even though he has the freedom to 

experiment how he chooses (with experience being a central part of 

the experiment), the intangible side of Wulf’s work is usually 

railroaded by the positivistic demands of those who commission his 

work, those who have control over what the public gets to know 

about/see/hear (ironically).  Nevertheless Wulf has made 

performances on his flutes in various ways (see link 16).   

In all cases, the practice of flute making is a travel to identity where 

the work resonates emotionally at many levels, making connections; 

lines weaving and surfaces being created.  When we consider Erik’s 

soldier in Iraq, we see the effects of the practice and other meanings 

behind them. It is not just the religious experience that the flute 

maker is personally afforded, it is also the use of the flute as a 

vehicle to transport new meanings wherever there is someone 

wishing to play or hear one of these flutes.  Let’s not forget the flute 

reconstructions themselves and the stories told about them.  

Manufactured by human hands, and inanimate, they are the source 

of a symbol world which is far too complex to begin to unravel here 

and now.  They represent the past.  They represent the present.  

They represent the future.  They represent mankind and humanity. 

 

Conclusion 

In my study of Flute Lines, I have worked to create a positive profile 

of experience, the senses and tacit knowledge as being a vital source 

of information for archaeology to use. To this I have worked to show 

that music has a special role to play.  The brain is an incredible organ 

and there is much in the physiology of music that I haven’t 

considered in this study, like the way that music affects not only the 

part of the brain that deals with music but also how it affects other 

areas.27  I have nevertheless considered reconstruction in both 

archaeology and music archaeology, and made a case study of four 

individuals, focusing on the practice and meaning of flute making, 

where reconstruction models have been or are designed based on 

                                                           
27

 This should be taken as a general comment as one aspect that could be 
developed as a further complement to this work. 
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either perceptions of prehistoric flutes, or actual archaeological 

artefacts perceived as prehistoric flutes.   

I have found that the practice is deeply entrenched in the 

experience it rewards these individuals, through the senses and the 

meaning it bestows, which I have interpreted as being highly 

symbolic, spiritual, intellectual and musical.  These facets of their 

knowledge are only properly delivered to us through our willingness 

to learn from the flute makers themselves; the intrinsic knowledge 

that only they can impart to us if we are willing to accept their 

authority.  This type of dissemination of information, from one 

human to another, is an excellent way in which public archaeology 

can benefit and in which music particularly, has a special role.   

I have also made a presentation of the theoretical paradigms in 

archaeology and experimental archaeology to which one would 

expect that the study of flute makers would belong.  In the case of 

experimental archaeology, emerging paradigms towards contextual 

approaches are being embraced, although experimental 

archaeology could be seen to be lagging behind or outside 

mainstream archaeology, theoretically speaking.  Music archaeology 

has been more difficult to assess and I have assumed that 

contextual paradigms here are regrettably even less developed than 

those within experimental archaeology.  I have in all cases 

highlighted the effects of positivism that continue to present 

challenges to these approaches.  Even if archaeological paradigms 

can be seen to be more supportive of the flute maker in theory, this 

appears to be conditioned by an understated relegation of 

experience to a complementary, rather than equal or central tenet 

of research, which traditionally has taken place within positivistic 

frameworks.  This I believe is a mistake if it were just to be that 

experiential paradigms in research are welcome, the regret is that 

whilst for example in Scandinavia, there is a more genuine 

appreciation of experience within archaeological research, the flute 

makers in this study, are chiefly neglected.   

The study has simultaneously striven to establish a strong and stable 

theoretical framework from which new theory in experimental 

archaeology, a theory of lines and the theory of tacit knowledge 

have been central.  A new theoretical model called Flute Lines is my 

own.  It invites recipients/listeners/students, provided that they 

accept the authority of the flute makers, to experience time travel 

and steer the wheel, as a way to understand the past concerning 

music, through imaginings of it.  If we regard all the lines that the 

flute makers are creating; the threads and traces of philosophy, 

religion, emotion, intellect, symbolism, music, tradition, 
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imagination, experience, sensation and identity, - it is possible to see 

that these wayfarings create surfaces that are real as cobblestones.  

This is the meaning of flute making behind the practice of flute 

making (or praxis) that I have sought to understand showing a 

genuine continuum or tradition of flute making, where the work in 

all cases is directly connected to the past, the present and the 

future.  Regrettably, theoretical paradigms in music archaeology and 

experimental archaeology are lacking and lagging behind 

archaeology, perhaps avoiding noticing and deliberately relegating 

these wonderful contributions that are part of a real, living 

archaeological practice.   

Music is just as scientific as archaeology if it wants to be but as an 

art, music has the freedom to express itself naturally.  This freedom 

of expression reaches far into the human psyche where tacit 

knowledge is engaged.  It is not a question of archaeology courting 

this perspective, it is rather a question of it recognizing it, cherishing 

it and learning from it, because archaeology is also an art or it is 

nothing, and to think in music, is to uncover the mysteries of the 

world.  For me, alongside excavation (see figure 9) and effective 

dissemination of knowledge, that is what archaeology is all about.    

 

 

Figure 9: The author water screening the back dirt from excavations at Hohle Fels, 
the site of the oldest known flute in the world.  Photo: Miriam Hiltemann on 
author’s camera, dated July 2011.  
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Internet links   

Link 1: Botwid, 01/12/12 - http://www.ark.lu.se/person/KatarinaBotwid  

Link 2: Molander, 01/12/12 - http://www.ntnu.no/filosofi/masterprosjekter/molander 

Link 3: Lofotr museum, 01/12/12 - http://www.lofotr.no/en/History-772346 

Link 4: The national centre for crafts in conservation in Sweden, situated at Gothenburg University, 01/12/12 - 

http://www.craftlab.gu.se/digitalAssets/1328/1328323_hjort-lassen--2011--hantverkslaboratoriet.pdf 

Link 5: The institute for ancient techniques, 01/12/12 - http://www.forntidateknik.z.se/ 

Link  6: Tomas Johansson, 01/12/12 - http://www.backedal.se/artikel/30-%C3%A5r-med-forntida-tekniker-p%C3%A5-

b%C3%A4ckedals-folkh%C3%B6gskola 

Link 7: Colin Renfrew, Figuring it Out, 01/12/12 - http://www.tate.org.uk/context-comment/video/figuring-it-out-

cornelia-parker-and-colin-renfrew 

Link 8: Poul Høxbro, 01/12/12 - http://www.poulhoxbro.dk/ 

Link 9: About ‘Esk, The Blood Of Kvasir, 01/12/12  - http://www.allmusic.com/album/kvasirs-blod-the-blood-of-

kvasir-mw0001171791 

Link 10: Slovenian Divje Babe flute, 01/12/12 - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divje_Babe_flute 

Link 11: Gustaf Alleng’s website, 01/12/12 -  http://benflojt.se/ 

Link 12: Erik the flute maker’s Ice Age flute, 01/12/12 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnFjKf3II4A 

Link 13: Wulf Hein, 01/12/12 -  http://exarc.net/individual-members/wulf-hein 

Link 14: Colin Renfrew, 01/12/12 - http://www.tate.org.uk/context-comment/video/figuring-it-out-cornelia-parker-

and-colin-renfrew 

Link 15: Chris Tilley, 01/12/12 - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenomenology_(archaeology)#cite_ref-1 

Link 16: Wulf Hein, 01/12/12 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUCBBDV2Tzk 
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